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Jag studerar hur diskriminering kan uppstå utifrån individuella arbetsgivares erfarenheter av 

arbetstagare från olika bakgrund. Jag beaktar möjligheten att arbetsgivare initialt är osäkra på 

arbetstagares prestationsförmåga och bildar sig uppfattningar om dessa genom tidigare 

anställningsbeslut. 

Tidigare anställningsbeslut med en viss minoritetsgrupp kommer inte bara forma perceptionen om 

den gruppens arbetsförmåga för en viss arbetsgivare, utan också påverka arbetsgivarens framtida 

beslut att anställa från den specifika gruppen och därigenom lära sig mer om deras produktivitet 

över tid. Negativa anställningsupplevelser med arbetstagare från en viss minoritetsgrupp kan leda 

till att arbetsgivare utvecklar negativa uppfattningar om produktiviteten hos arbetstagare med 

minoritetsbakgrund, vilket minskar den framtida sannolikheten att anställa från den gruppen. När 

den framtida anställningssannolikheten minskar kommer de negativa perceptionerna att minska 

inlärningshastigheten som arbetsgivare har om minoritetsgruppens färdigheter, vilket leder till att 

de negativa uppfattningarna kvarstår över tid. Positiva upplevelser om minoriteters prestationer på 

jobbet kan leda till att arbetsgivare överskattar färdigheterna inom en viss grupp, men dessa 

överdrivet positiva uppfattningarna rättar till sig själva med tiden eftersom framtida 

anställningsbeslut ger mer information och lär arbetsgivarna om gruppens förmåga. 

I genomsnitt, eftersom negativa perceptioner är mer seglivade än positiva, underskattar 

arbetsgivare minoritetsarbetares produktivitet, vilket kan förklara persistent diskriminering 

gentemot dessa. Detta ramverk förklarar hur inkorrekt grupp-perception kan uppstå och kvarstå 

när negativa initiala upplevelser med en grupp leder till att individer undviker att interagera med 

gruppen igen. Jag presenterar bevis som stödjer detta ramverk med en online-studie, vilken också 

ger ökad insikt i hur anti-diskrimineringspolicy som kvotering och anställningssubventioner kan 

komma att fungera. 
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Abstract

I study discrimination arising from individual experiences of employers with worker
groups. I present a model in which employers are uncertain about the productivity of
one of two groups and learn through hiring. Positive experiences lead to positive biases
which correct themselves by leading to more hiring and learning. Negative experiences
decrease hiring and learning, preserving negative biases which can cause persistent
discrimination. The model explains prejudice as “incorrect” statistical discrimination
and generates novel predictions and policy implications. I then illustrate experience-
based discrimination in an experimental labor market, finding support for key model
predictions.
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Evidence across the social sciences documents pervasive negative employer perceptions

against certain groups of workers.1 In economics, a growing literature studies the role of

negative perceptions, as potentially biased or incorrect beliefs about groups, in generating

discrimination.2 Yet, little work focuses on understanding how biased beliefs arise in the first

place and why they seemingly persist over time. In this paper, I propose and present evidence

that discrimination can arise from experience as employers develop biased beliefs about the

productivity of worker groups from their market interactions with them. In contrast to

the two classes of models typically considered in economics, discrimination is neither the

product of preferences (Becker, 1957) nor inferences from true group differentials (Phelps,

1972; Arrow, 1973; Aigner and Cain, 1977, Coate and Loury, 1993).

Rather, I posit that when employers enter the market, they are not only uncertain about

the productivity of individual workers as in the statistical discrimination literature, but also

the productivity of their group. Since productivity may differ across groups, for example due

to historical or social factors, employers value learning about groups to inform their hiring.

Previous experiences with workers of a group not only shape an employer’s beliefs about

its productivity, but also their subsequent decisions to hire from the group and, indirectly,

learn about its productivity. Learning about minority or disadvantaged groups is particu-

larly important if there is less initial information about them in the labor market, making

employers more reliant on their own experiences to assess their productivity. In practice,

we know from surveys that employers routinely make group associations informed by their

experience (Pager and Karafin, 2009).3

I present a model that captures these intuitive insights, highlighting how biased be-

liefs that arise and persist endogenously from experience can generate discrimination. In a

dynamic setting, employers have noisier initial information on one group’s productivity rel-

ative to another (Lundberg and Startz, 1983; Lang, 1986; Cornell and Welch, 1996; Morgan

and Várdy, 2009) and trade off learning about its productivity against current-period profit

1See for example Kirschenman and Neckerman (1991), Wilson (1996), and Pager and Karafin (2009).
2See Fershtman and Gneezy (2001), Reuben et al. (2014), Bordalo et al. (2016), Glover et al. (2017),

Arnold et al. (2018), Bohren et al. (2019), Bordalo et al. (2019), Sarsons (2019), Bohren et al. (2021), and
Benson and Lepage (2022).

3Pager and Karafin (2009) on page 87 document this response of an employer to a negative experience
with a black female worker: “You know, everyone has a couple of bad hires. And you remember those very
vividly. And who that person is can really impact. That person just stuck in my head. (. . . ) And I could
see her. It was hard to not see her in other people that you meet.”
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maximization.4 Part of the information observed through hiring is privately-observed by the

hiring employer (Schönberg, 2007; Pinkston, 2009; Kahn, 2013), such that their own hiring

history influences their subsequent hiring and learning. Positive experiences with a group

create positive biases about its productivity, which endogenously correct themselves by lead-

ing to more hiring and learning. Negative experiences, however, create negative biases which

persist by decreasing hiring of the group and therefore learning. The persistence of negative

biases results in a negatively-skewed belief distribution about the productivity of the group

whose productivity is initially more uncertain.

The model helps to (i) understand conditions under which biased beliefs can arise and gen-

erate persistent discrimination, (ii) compare this type of discrimination to classical theories,

and (iii) inform policies to mitigate discrimination. Each period, beliefs determine market

clearing wages, pinned down by the marginal employer’s beliefs. Optimal hiring follows a

cutoff rule in beliefs: employers below the marginal employer do not hire from the group,

preserving their negative biases. The model’s key prediction is that, over time, negatively-

biased beliefs can cause the wage of the group about whose productivity employers have

noisier initial information to fall and remain below their expected productivity in the long

run. Further, since discrimination arises endogenously from expected profit maximization, it

is possible for it to survive some forms of market competition. Moreover, while information

from outside of an employer’s own hiring can help mitigate biased beliefs, discrimination can

persist as long as employers put non-zero weight on their own experiences.5 In summary,

individually biased beliefs can persist within a statistical discrimination framework.

Next, I create a controlled environment to test the endogenous learning mechanism that

underpins the model. I consider two equally-productive arbitrary worker groups who com-

plete a real-effort task, corresponding to their productivity.6 Employers repeatedly hire one

worker per period, choosing from one of the two groups, and observe their hire’s productiv-

ity. They are incentivized to hire the most productive workers available, requiring them to

4The general trade-off that firms face between exploration and extraction has long been recognized as a
key element of organizational learning (March, 1991).

5In practice, this is likely to arise both because specific hiring contexts vary across employers, implying
that own experiences hold valuable information specific to an employer, and because a large body of evidence
documents the tendency of agents to put substantial weight on their own experiences (Moore et al., 2015;
Guenzel and Malmendier, 2020; Malmendier, 2021a; 2021b).

6Defining groups based on an arbitrary characteristic (group color) is valuable to isolate the mechanism
of interest by abstracting from existing biases and discrimination (Charness et al., 2007; Chen and Li, 2009).
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identify which group is more productive, if any. I give employers better initial information

on the productivity of one group and study how an employer’s hiring history with the other

group shapes their hiring and learning. Specifically, by eliciting employer beliefs, I track

biased beliefs resulting from an employer’s previous hires and how they impact subsequent

hiring and therefore learning.

I find support for the mechanism’s main testable hypotheses. Negative experiences with

the uncertain group, captured through the hiring of relatively low productivity workers,

lead to negatively-biased beliefs about the group’s productivity which persist specifically

by decreasing hiring of the group and therefore learning. In contrast, I find that positive

experiences create positive biases which increase hiring and learning, in turn mitigating these

biases. Across employers, differential hiring and learning result in a persistent negatively-

skewed distribution of beliefs about the group’s productivity.

I then test some of the model’s predictions regarding changes in the hiring setting and

the use of policy tools to mitigate discrimination by varying the experimental design. I find

that policies incentivizing learning or providing additional information on groups reduce bias

formation, with implications for real world policies like hiring subsidies and affirmative action

as well as algorithmic hiring tools. In addition, I document evidence that bias formation

against the uncertain group is especially strong when it is labeled as a minority. Lastly, the

mechanism operates similarly with gender worker groups, where female workers represent a

minority.

Like taste-based discrimination, experience-based discrimination generates differences be-

tween average performance and average pay of a group. In fact, the model generates steady

state predictions analogous to Becker (1957), with endogenous beliefs replacing exogenous

preferences. Apparent taste-based discrimination can result from “incorrect” statistical dis-

crimination, providing a new way to understand prejudice as the result of experiences shaping

beliefs in distortionary ways. Biased beliefs from endogenous learning still differ starkly from

a preference. They lead to distinct dynamic predictions and implications for welfare and pol-

icy, while highlighting that insights of prejudice-based models for labor market discrimination

can be generated from uncertainty, without a utility function or biased updating.7

7Individuals appear quick to form group perceptions and act on these in a way that shapes future views,
consistent with the notion of prejudice from psychology (Bertrand and Duflo, 2017). My model shows 1)
how biases can micro-found the reduced-form notion of prejudice in economics and 2) how biases affect
decision-making in statistical discrimination models.
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Like statistical discrimination, biased beliefs arise from uncertainty. In classical models,

employers learn about individual productivity, but are assumed to know the productivity

of groups or at least to have correct equilibrium beliefs about it. In contrast, I model

learning about groups from the extrapolation of experiences with individuals, showing that

employers can hold negatively-biased equilibrium beliefs because they decide to stop learning.

The model predicts discrimination even with equally-productive groups and without prior

biases, self-fulfilling prophecies, or equilibrium multiplicity.8 It does so while relying on a

standard setting of information asymmetry between worker groups, which naturally results

from market interactions when one group is a minority. The model shows how learning

about some groups can be slow, complementing work on learning about individuals within

groups (Farber and Gibbons, 1996; Altonji and Pierret, 2001). It also contributes to research

combining insights from bandit problems with discrimination in other settings (Bardhi et

al., 2020; Bergman et al., 2020; Fershtman and Pavan, 2020; Komiyama and Noda, 2020).9

This paper contributes to the growing literature on biased beliefs and stereotypes by

proposing a microfoundation of bias with novel dynamic predictions and policy implications.

Individual biases arise and evolve from employers conducting inference on an endogenously

selected sample of observations about group productivity, rather than true group differentials

(Bordalo et al., 2016), biased updating (Sarsons, 2019), worker evaluation and supervision

(Bartoš et al., 2016; Glover et al., 2017), or implicit group associations (Bertrand et al.,

2005). Endogenous learning provides a rationale for how employers who are willing to give

workers from any group a fair chance can develop persistent negative biases about some

groups, suggesting that biased beliefs may be more pervasive and persistent than typically

understood. The model rationalizes emerging evidence on hiring decisions being influenced

by personal experience (Leung, 2017; Benson and Lepage, 2022) and is consistent with

existing work on experiences shaping beliefs and behavior in other contexts (Malmendier,

8Arrow (1973) mentions that biased priors could lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy if employers ignore
subsequent information or worker responses confirm employer beliefs, but these models have no learning.

9See Bergemann and Välimäki (2008) for a review of bandit problems. Komiyama and Noda (2020)
studies homogeneous employer bias from a failure of social learning: myopic short-lived firms have little
initial information on minority workers and find it difficult to estimate their productivity, discouraging hiring
and information accumulation. Bergman et al. (2020) presents evidence that recruiters and algorithms
underestimate the value of learning about the productivity of workers with less common characteristics
through hiring. In contrast, employers in my model are forward-looking expected profit maximizers who fully
internalize the value of learning, highlighting that biased beliefs can still arise and generate discrimination.
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2021). It also provides a new lens to analyze policies like affirmative action or hiring subsidies,

which, consistent with evidence from the experiment, induce learning by increasing minority

hiring, mitigating longer-term disparities (Miller, 2017). Similarly, the model and empirical

evidence highlight that providing information on groups mitigates discrimination on average,

as can encouraging intergroup interactions, consistent with evidence reviewed in Lang and

Kahn-Lang Spitzer (2020) as well as the contact hypothesis (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2006).

I Labor Market Model

A Employer Information and Beliefs

Consider a large number of employers hiring workers from two observably different groups

A and B (e.g. race). Through hiring, employers learn about the productivity of worker

groups, which may differ due to historical or social factors. Employers know the productivity

distribution of group A, but are initially uncertain about that of group B. The important

feature is that initial information about group B’s productivity is noisier, but assuming

complete information on group A simplifies the analysis. Information asymmetries across

groups are a common feature in the literature, with the distinction that I focus on the

dynamic implications of an initial asymmetry for hiring and learning (Lang, 1986; Cornell

and Welch, 1996; Morgan and Várdy, 2009). In a majority/minority context as is frequent in

discrimination settings,10 an information asymmetry naturally results from repeated market

interactions: most employers observe more information about the majority, leaving them

with relative uncertainty about the minority group.11

Each individual worker, from either group, has productivity drawn from X|µ ∼ G(x)

where G is a one-parameter family of distributions characterized by their mean µ, finite

variance, and density function g(x) with full support on an interval of real numbers X.12

Each worker is endowed with a fixed productivity and inelastically provides a unit of labor

10In the context of gender where women account for nearly half of total employment, clear major-
ity/minority settings are still prevalent given occupational gender segregation.

11Asymmetry could also arise if employers have better information about workers of their group. The
distinction is of little consequence for the model’s predictions but has implications for the learning problem
faced by group B employers, tying into a broader literature on in-group/out-group biases.

12For simplicity, I assume that employers know other potentially-relevant moments of the distribution, for
example variance, to focus attention on the mean.
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each period.13 Employers know that group A’s mean productivity is µ and have common

priors about the mean productivity of group B, µB = EG[x], distributed according to the

density function h(·) with mean µ0.
14 I focus on the case where µ0 = µ, such that employers

have unbiased priors, to highlight that prior bias is unnecessary to generate discrimination.

Employers have no hiring experience, but each of them hires one worker per period, up-

dates their beliefs when they hire from group B, and the match dissolves after one period.15

Employers observe no individual worker signal prior to hiring and only condition their expec-

tation of productivity on group membership, leading to homogeneous wages within groups.

Allowing for noisy individual signals of productivity has no impact on key predictions, but

leads to interesting auxiliary implications as discussed in Online Appendix 1.16

Workers hired from group B determine the information set of employer j, Sjt, composed

of one i.i.d. signal drawn from X for each hire. In the baseline model, signals of productivity

are private and only available through an employer’s own hiring - an employer does not

learn about group B unless they hire workers from the group. The cumulative number of

signals employer j has observed by time t is Kjt =
∑t

n=1 1(LBnj = 1), where LBnj indicates

whether a group B worker was hired in period n. Under Bayesian updating on the mean,

the distribution of posterior beliefs conditional on Sjt corresponds to

µB|Sjt =
Πk∈Sjt

gµB
(xk)h(µB)∫

Πk∈Sjt
gµB

(xk)h(µB)dµB

.(1)

B Hiring Decision

Consider a frictionless labor market which clears each period. I first consider infinitely-lived

employers learning about one cohort of workers, abstracting from product-market competi-

13While a formal model of endogenous worker responses is beyond the scope of this paper, Online Appendix
1 discusses how worker responses may exacerbate discrimination.

14Employers have misspecified beliefs, in the sense that groups are equally productive and the true mean
productivity of group B µ is a fixed constant, but employers treat it as a random variable due to uncertainty.
Employer priors could result from experiences or information observed outside the labor market, but I take
these beliefs as given.

15One-period contracts focus on group learning by studying employers repeatedly choosing between groups.
Multi-period contracts may slow down learning, but do not change relative incentives to hire and learn about
group B, determined by µB . See Online Appendix 1 for a discussion of firm size in the model.

16For example, it predicts that discrimination may vary across occupation or skill level based on the ease
with which productivity is observed.
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tion through dynamic entry and exit of firms. Employers are risk neutral, wage-takers, and

maximize the present value of lifetime profits. They consider the value of learning about

group B, leading to a dynamic optimization problem in which they are initially incentivized

to hire from group B in order to learn.17 An employer’s posterior beliefs are character-

ized by ψSjt
and Ψt is a list of posterior beliefs across employers. Group A’s wage, wA,

is time-invariant and equal to its expected productivity µ. Group B’s wage, wBt(Ψt), is

set competitively through market clearing each period and evolves under the influence of

Ψt. The current-period payoff from hiring a worker is equal to their productivity, xi, with

expected value µ for group A and E[µB|Sjt] for group B. Conditional on beliefs and wages

at time t, employer j hires from group A or B to maximize their expected profits

V (ψSjt
, wBt(Ψt)) = Max{µ− wA + βEt[V (ψSjt+1

, wBt+1(Ψt+1))],(2)

Et[µB|Sjt]− wBt(Ψt) + βEt[V (ψ
′

Sjt+1
, wBt+1(Ψt+1))]}

where β is a discount factor. The continuation value V (·) includes updated beliefs ψ
′
Sjt+1

when group B is hired and ψSjt+1
= ψSjt

otherwise. Et[V (ψ
′
Sjt+1

, ·)] ≥ Et[V (ψSjt+1
, ·)] since

hiring group B yields information which cannot decrease expected profits.

Endogenizing group B’s wage is key because it is an outcome of interest and because

intuition suggests that it should act as a counterbalancing force to negative bias. By bias, I

refer to any case in which an employer’s posterior mean differs from µ. If the group’s wage

falls because of negatively-biased employer beliefs, then group B becomes “cheaper”, which

should induce employers to hire them and learn, correcting biases. I study market outcomes

accounting for these adjustments. One consideration is whether employers learn about group

B from its wage. The baseline model rules this out by assuming a strong notion of static

wage expectations. Employers not only expect the wage next period to equal the current

one, E[wBt+1|Sjt] = wBt, which is correct in the long run, but also place zero probability on

wBt+1 taking any other value. While the wage in theory could carry relevant information,

17The dynamic decision problem I study has intuitive similarities with self-confirming equilibrium models
for non-cooperative games (Fudenberg and Levine, 1993). Both study a learning process in which agents learn
from experience, beliefs are not contradicted along the equilibrium path, and issues arise from insufficient
learning. My model focuses on learning about the environment rather than other players’ strategies, showing
that some employers optimally stop learning.
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wages in practice summarize decentralized decisions that depend on factors unobserved by

any given employer. Relative wages are also a function of many factors (changing skill and

education, macroeconomic shocks, industry mixes, demographics, etc.), such that isolating

the impact of other employers’ subjective beliefs about group B on residual wages appears

implausible.18 Nevertheless, Section I.E presents an extension in which employers noisily

learn from sources outside of their hiring, including wages.

Optimal hiring in the current period is determined by contrasting expected profits hiring

from group B versus A. The difference is positive whenever

βEt[V (ψ
′

Sjt+1
, wBt+1(Ψt+1))− V (ψSjt+1

, wBt+1(Ψt+1))] >µ− Et[µB|Sjt]− (wA − wBt(Ψt)).

(3)

Equation (3) compares the expected learning value from hiring group B on the left

with expected foregone profit on the right. The perceived value of learning depends on the

likelihood that it leads to changes in hiring and higher profits. In the case of negative bias,

group B becomes less attractive from both a learning and production standpoint. Thus,

when prior experience suggests that group B is less productive, there is a trade off between

expected learning benefits and expected foregone profits from hiring less productive workers.

This trade off corresponds to a contextual one-armed bandit problem where employers choose

each period between a “safe” arm (Group A) yielding a payoff from a known distribution

and a “risky” arm (Group B) with an unknown payoff distribution. As standard in these

problems, obtaining comparatively low payoffs from the risky arm can eventually lead the

employer to stop experimenting and choose the safe arm. One distinction from the classical

bandit setup is that I consider a market in which wages and therefore payoffs are endogenous

to the beliefs of other employers.

18Economists themselves have had long-standing unresolved debates about decomposing wage gaps into
discriminatory components (Lang and Lehmann, 2012). Further, existing work posits that agents often
neglect the informational content of prices in contexts of voting, trading, investing, and auctions (Eyster et
al., 2019), and documents imperviousness of agents to information that is not experience-based (Malmendier,
2021). Similarly, recent developments in modeling firm behavior surveyed in Aguirregabiria and Jeon (2019)
focus on how uncertainty and learning in complex environments can lead firms to have biased beliefs, for
example about demand, costs, or the behavior of other firms.
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C Hiring Cutoff and the Group B Wage

Define λjt as the relative willingness to pay (WTP) of employer j for a group B worker

λjt(Sjt) = βEt[V (ψ
′

Sjt+1
, wBt+1(Ψt+1))− V (ψSjt+1

, wBt+1(Ψt+1))]− (µ− Et[µB|Sjt]).(4)

The trade off between learning and foregone profit, ignoring wage considerations, is cap-

tured by λjt. For notational simplicity, I write λjt rather than λjt(Sjt), understanding that

it is a function of an employer’s information set. It can be positive even if E[µB|Sjt] falls

below µ, highlighting that employers want to avoid future losses from incorrect beliefs.

Each period, labor market clearing implies that, at current wages, the fraction of em-

ployers who prefer to hire group B is equal to the fraction of workers from the group. The

group B wage each period is thus determined by the marginal employer m: the employer

with the lowest λjt who must hire from the group to clear the market. Specifically, the

wage is set such that the marginal employer is indifferent between hiring from either group,

λmt = wBt(Ψt)− wA, characterizing the optimal hiring strategy stated in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 (Optimal Hiring)

The optimal hiring strategy follows a cutoff rule where employer j hires group B at time t if

and only if λjt ≥ λc
t . Moreover, λc

t = wBt(Ψt)− wA.

Proof: See Appendix A.

Proposition 1 characterizes the cutoff below which it is optimal for employers to avoid

hiring group B at a given wage, preserving their beliefs. Since the wage gap is determined

by λc
t = λmt, optimal hiring of other employers follows: those with λjt above the marginal

employer hire group B and others group A, clearing the market. Market clearing thus implies

νΨt({ψSjt
: λjt ≥ λc

t(wBt(Ψt))}) = FB and νΨt({ψSjt
: λjt < λc

t(wBt(Ψt))}) = FA(5)

where νΨt is a measure over Ψt, Fg is the fraction of workers from group g, and each worker-

employer pair has no incentive to deviate.
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An equilibrium, as formally defined in Appendix A, is a stochastic process over beliefs

and a mapping from beliefs to wages which are governed by three conditions each period.

First, employers maximize their expected profits according to their Bellman equation and

the optimal hiring rule. Second, the labor market clears. Third, employers below the hiring

cutoff for group B don’t update beliefs, while those above update beliefs based on their hire’s

productivity according to Bayes’ rule.

D Biased Beliefs and Discrimination

As a result of Proposition 1 and equation (1), it is straightforward to characterize the asymp-

totic distribution of posterior beliefs described in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2 (Asymptotic Beliefs and Persistent Negative Biases)

As t → ∞, beliefs of employers who remain above the hiring cutoff converge in distribution to

µ. Others hold a range of beliefs such that E[µB|Sjt] < µ. The limiting fraction of employers

with E[µB|Sjt] < µ equals the fraction of group A workers.

Proof: See Appendix A.

Standard Bayesian reasoning implies that posterior beliefs converge to the truth as the

number of signals goes to infinity. On the other hand, employers below the cutoff (implying

E[µB|Sjt] < µ in the long run given a strictly positive value of learning) don’t hire group B,

preserving negative biases. In the long run, since unbiased (biased) employers hire B (A),

the fraction biased is equal to the fraction of group A workers.19 Proposition 2 highlights

that a subset of employers hold negatively-biased beliefs, even asymptotically.

Learning from experience generates a plausible belief distribution for discrimination to

arise. First, beliefs exhibit sustained heterogeneity across employers. Second, differential

learning across employers results in beliefs being negatively-skewed. This belief distribution

19The Becker (1957) taste-based model requires that the fraction of prejudiced employers be at least as
large as the fraction of group A workers to generate a wage gap. Both models thus require a majority of
biased or prejudiced employers to generate a wage gap if group A is larger than group B. The fraction biased
in my model is endogenously determined to be exactly equal to that of group A, rather than being assumed.
Widespread biased beliefs may be more plausible than widespread animus, and there is evidence that a large
share of employers hold negative perceptions in the context of race (Lang and Lehmann, 2012).
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arises without relying on group differentials, prejudice, biased priors, or biased updating,

providing a novel way to understand persistent, heterogeneous, negatively-biased beliefs.

The next consideration is whether biased beliefs generate a wage gap. Proposition 3

characterizes the evolution of group B’s wage.

Proposition 3 (Wage Gap and Persistent Discrimination)

wBt(Ψt) is strictly decreasing in t and converges to a constant c < wA.

Proof: See Appendix A.

The belief distribution becomes negatively-skewed because only negative bias can be

stable. With hiring experience, supramarginal values of λjt become concentrated around 0

as E[µB|Sjt] becomes concentrated around µ. By definition, λmt lies below supramarginal

values of λjt and thus eventually falls below 0, leading wBt(Ψt) to fall below wA. By market

clearing, the wage cannot increase or remain constant over time. Given a continuum of

employers, some employers above the cutoff are expected to have a negative hiring experience

hiring from B in any given period, such that their λjt falls below the current cutoff. Then,

the fraction of employers who want to hire from group B at the current wage is lower than

the fraction of group B workers. The wage must thus decrease to induce employers to hire

group B and clear the market. Lastly, since beliefs are fixed asymptotically, there is virtually

no updating, so the wage converges to a constant. In Online Appendix 2, I provide model

simulations of the wage and how it changes with model parameters.

Since both groups are equally productive, the wage gap implies that group B is paid below

its expected productivity. The predicted wage gap depends on relative group productivity,

but the prediction that group B is paid below its expected productivity does not. The model

predicts that negatively-biased beliefs about group B arise and persist endogenously through

individual experiences, generating discrimination against the group.

E Market Exit, Competition, and Outside Learning

I augment the model with dynamic employer entry and exit, providing a simplified reduced-

form way to introduce competition through differential exit rates based on beliefs and analyze

a setting in which employers hold finite information sets.
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Employers exit and are replaced with entrants who hold unbiased priors at aggregate

rate δ each period.20 The exit rate depends on profits and therefore hiring, determined by

Et[µB|Sjt]. Employers who hire group B earn higher expected profits and should have a

lower exit rate, δB < δA with δ = δBFB + δAFA. If the only determinant of exit is beliefs

about group B (δB = 0), a differential exit rate eventually eliminates discrimination. In

contrast, if firms who hire group B also exit (Audretsch, 1991; Schary, 1991), it is possible

for discrimination to persist under certain parameter values as summarized in Remark 1.

That is because entrants can develop biased beliefs just as incumbents did, since biased

beliefs arise endogenously rather than reflecting a model primitive.21

Remark 1 (Persistent Discrimination with Market Competition)

For some values of δA and δB with δA > δB, there exists a period t̄ in which wBt(Ψt) falls

below wA, remains below for all t > t̄, and converges to a constant c < wA.

For exit rates near zero, Remark 1 follows from Proposition 3. It is illustrated through

simulation in Online Appendix 2. All else equal, higher aggregate exit rates and higher com-

petition (differential exit rates) decrease the extent of the wage gap, consistent with empirical

evidence (Ashenfelter and Hannan, 1986; Black and Strahan, 2001) and also illustrated in

Online Appendix 2. At the extensive margin, this type of competition does not necessarily

eliminate the wage gap entirely. In fact, by preventing belief convergence, market exit can

help sustain discrimination in some settings, for example when employers learn from sources

outside of their hiring as I discuss next.

In many cases, labor markets may provide few salient signals to an employer who has

formed beliefs based on their own experience. Even at similar firms, there is mismatch

between employment contexts and hiring decisions as well as performance depend on many

factors. For example, Benson and Lepage (2022) reports in the context of a large national

20Prior variance may decrease if employers learn from previous cohorts. This is unlikely to eliminate the
problem since it would require employers to eventually completely ignore their experience, while the learning
problem in practice changes across cohorts. The relative education and experience of women and minority
workers was not the same decades ago, and employment contexts have changed substantially.

21In taste-based models, firm growth is important since prejudiced firms remain in the market earning lower
profits to indulge in their taste for discrimination. Then, discrimination is mitigated because unprejudiced
firms grow more quickly. In my model, firms do not accept a lower return for their mistaken beliefs, so growth
is not conceptually necessary for discrimination to potentially be competed away. See Online Appendix 1
for a discussion of the implications of firm size for the model.
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retailer that a manager’s hiring of black workers is influenced by their own previous hiring

experiences with the group, but not those of other managers at the same store. Still, if

employers observe noisy information about group B’s productivity from outside their hiring,

such as competitors or wages, then they may learn in the absence of hiring. Consider a

case in which employers observe one outside signal each period irrespective of hiring. As

long as employers put nonzero weight on their own signals, those who hire from group B

learn faster since they observe both private and outside signals.22 The belief distribution

remains negatively-skewed in any finite period, at a minimum creating discrimination along

the equilibrium path and reducing the group’s lifetime income. In the long run, if beliefs

converge, then the wage gap is eliminated. If beliefs do not fully converge, for example

because there is market entry and exit or the learning problem evolves over time, then

the wage gap can remain following the intuition from Remark 1. In practice, these two

conditions appear plausibly satisfied: employers routinely enter and exit the market with

finite information sets, and the relative productivity of worker groups has been evolving

with changes in demographics and education.

Accordingly, an intuitive interpretation of the model is a cohort of employers learning

about a cohort of workers, with imperfect transfer across cohorts. Overall, outside learning

suggests that discrimination may differ based on the observability of competitors, wages,

and productivity, and that there is scope for information provision.

II Relationship with Other Models and Empirical Im-

plications

The model generates steady state predictions analogous to Becker (1957), replacing prefer-

ences with endogenous beliefs:

� An employer hires group A if the wage gap is smaller than λjt and group B otherwise.

� If enough employers have (approximately) correct beliefs to hire all of group B, there

is effective segregation without a wage gap.

22Even making hiring outcomes public within employer networks may not conceptually solve the issue that
employers learn too little, because it could lower incentives for employers to hire group B and learn from
their own signals, leading to free-riding (Keller et al., 2005).
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� Otherwise, there is a wage gap determined by the marginal employer.

The model thus generates a difference between average productivity and average pay of

a group without deviating from a statistical discrimination framework. This is key since

taste-based discrimination has been criticized for the arbitrariness of relying on preferences.

The predictions of prejudice-based models for labor market discrimination do not in fact rely

on preferences or behavioral primitives, but can be understood as arising from uncertainty.

Biased beliefs capture context-dependent aspects of discrimination such as skill or education

differentials, and may be more widespread than animus, which evidence suggests has steadily

decreased over past decades (Lang and Lehmann, 2012). Preferences and biased beliefs still

lead to very distinct predictions regarding welfare and how discrimination arises, evolves,

and can be mitigated, as discussed below.

The model complements statistical discrimination by studying learning about groups. In

many contexts, the assumption that employers know the productivity of groups or instantly

learn it in equilibrium seems implausible. Discrimination in my model does not arise from

objective group differences, but potentially incorrect perceived differences at the individual

level: employers with the same prior beliefs hiring from the same worker pool in the same

hiring setting hold different beliefs based on their specific hires. The distinction is important

even when worker groups are unlikely to have equal productivity, because my model predicts

that closing productivity gaps would not eliminate biased beliefs, while it could eliminate

statistical discrimination or stereotypes based on a “kernel of truth” (e.g. Bordalo et al.,

2016). Further, while statistical discrimination is generally regarded as “efficient”, a social

planner concerned with inequality or equality of opportunity in my model could improve

group B outcomes at no efficiency cost through increased learning.

The model also complements work on biased beliefs and discrimination. Biased beliefs in

the model are 1) endogenous, 2) dynamic, 3) individual, and 4) driven by experience. These

features make for a fairly self-contained theory, rather than a mechanism through which

existing biases are transformed or preserved. They highlight that biased beliefs can evolve

in the face of new information, but learning does not necessarily eliminate discrimination

when learning itself is endogenous. Biased beliefs also do not necessarily reflect a common

feature of the environment, but can still be widespread and negatively-skewed. Other mecha-

nisms typically create discrimination from non-Bayesian updating in static contexts without

learning (Bordalo et al., 2016; Sarsons, 2019; Mengel and Mercade, 2021). These other mech-
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anisms focus on employers failing to learn correctly when given information, while I focus on

employers failing to learn because they optimally decide to acquire too little of it.23 Lastly,

grounding biased beliefs in experience gives them a clear origin and predictable evolution,

also distinguishing between types of information that could mitigate discrimination.

Central to the model is the idea that employers learn about groups through interaction

and exposure, consistent with the contact hypothesis (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2006). The

model provides a new lens to study policies like desegregation, internships, worker subsidies,

cluster hiring, and affirmative action which may not only increase diversity but also efficiency

by inducing employers to learn (Miller, 2017; Aizer et al., 2020). It generates the clear

prediction that group information, in particular from own experience, leads employers to

hold more accurate beliefs on average. This prediction contrasts with previous models:

preferences should not respond to information about productivity (and it’s unclear how

they would respond to exposure more generally), information on groups should not affect

average outcomes if they already reflect true group productivity, and it’s unclear how group

information would mitigate biased beliefs if these arise from a static bias or failure to update

from new information.

Biased beliefs are conceptually straightforward to distinguish from classical theories:

agents act on their imperfect information rather than objective group differences (statistical

discrimination) or non-productivity related preferences. Empirical advances have identified

discrimination from biased beliefs by leveraging dynamic patterns, marginal outcomes tests,

and the provision of group-level information (Sarsons, 2019; Bohren et al., 2021a; 2021b;

Hull, 2021; Benson and Lepage, 2022). Beyond documenting biased beliefs, data on indi-

vidual decisions across time and experience can also be used to uncover their specific source

and derive targeted policy implications, as demonstrated in the experiment below.

Lastly, hiring algorithms provide another potential tool to mitigate discrimination. First,

algorithms could provide recommendations based on pooled information sets across decision

makers and over time, reducing the extent to which employers rely on their own experiences.

Second, algorithms are a natural way to implement numerical solutions which approximate

optimal strategies in bandit problems. Since solving these problems analytically is typically

23Sarsons (2019) provides evidence that negative experiences with minority workers affect hiring, but
because employers exhibit a static bias in the way they weight signals: biased beliefs are not shaped by
experiences, but employers interpret experiences in a biased way. Although the two mechanisms are largely
complementary, the predicted impact of policy interventions differs between the two.
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challenging, a large body of work especially in computer science has studied how to design

tractable algorithms to maximize expected payoffs. Namely, some strategies including the

“epsilon-greedy” strategy and some versions of minimax strategies balance exploration and

extraction by always including a small positive probability of exploring in any given period

(Watkins, 1988; Kuleshov and Precup, 2014). In the context of my model, these strategies

could ensure that employers never fully stop hiring from group B, mitigating biased beliefs.24

In contrast, algorithms which add a bonus to exploration as in Bergman et al. (2020) are

conceptually not enough to eliminate discrimination in my model if the exploration bonus

decreases with additional exploration, because my model already considers employers who

fully internalize the value of learning through equation (2).

III Labor Market Experiment

The model rests on one fundamental idea: employers learn about groups from their hiring

experiences. Learning is therefore endogenous, because it is shaped by previous hiring de-

cisions which themselves were shaped by previous learning. For the mechanism to operate

in a hiring context, employers must first recognize that learning about group B is valuable

and hire them even though their productivity is uncertain. Second, they must extrapolate

from their experiences with individuals to update their perception of the group. Third,

this updated perception must affect subsequent hiring of group B and therefore learning

about its productivity. I design an experimental market to test whether decision-making

and learning are consistent with this mechanism, how features of the hiring context can

exacerbate or mitigate bias formation, and how discrimination can be mitigated through

policy interventions.

Experiments have frequently been used to study discrimination, particularly belief-based

discrimination, because they provide an environment in which beliefs can be observed and

mapped into behavior (Charness and Kuhn, 2011). In contrast to most existing work, I go

beyond documenting bias to focus on its endogenous formation through hiring experiences

(Fershtman and Gneezy, 2001; Bordalo et al., 2019; Bohren et al., 2021). The experiment

24Theoretically, abstracting from market exit, if employers used such strategies rather than trying to solve
the full dynamic programming problem as in my model, then there would be no long-run discrimination
since every employer would eventually have approximately correct beliefs.
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focuses on individual hiring decisions, making two simplifications informed by the model:

wages are exogenous constants and every employer is matched with one worker from each

group each period. These assumptions simplify the experimental design into a one-armed

bandit framework without impacting qualitative predictions.

Bandit problems have been implemented in experiments studying whether participants

follow optimal strategies, showing that participants value learning but switch between arms

too often and experiment less than optimal (Meyer and Shi, 1995; Banks et al., 1997).

Rather than studying whether participants play optimally, I frame the problem within a hir-

ing framework and focus on the belief distribution resulting from the strategies participants

use in practice. The experiment illustrates how the mechanics of belief updating and sam-

pling behavior observed robustly across different applications in the bandit literature can

generate persistent labor market discrimination. That is, combining insights from bandit

problems with hiring generates important implications that have been missing from much of

the discrimination literature.

I first test the following hypotheses regarding employers learning from experience:

� Hypothesis 1. Positive hiring experiences lead to a higher estimate of group B’s mean

productivity and more hiring from the group.

� Hypothesis 2. Negative hiring experiences lead to a lower estimate of group B’s mean

productivity and less hiring from the group.

� Hypothesis 3. Through increased hiring, positive experiences increase learning and

lead to more accurate beliefs about group B’s productivity.

� Hypothesis 4. Through decreased hiring, negative experiences decrease learning and

lead to less accurate beliefs about group B’s productivity.

� Hypothesis 5. Since negative biases are more persistent than positive ones, the final

belief distribution about group B’s productivity is negatively-skewed across employers.

I then test additional hypotheses along two dimensions which help provide a deeper

understanding of bias formation. First, since discrimination fundamentally arises from in-

dividual experience of employers, I test the effectiveness of some policy interventions which
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decrease the extent to which employers should and must rely on their own previous experi-

ences to hire workers. Namely, I investigate whether incentivizing employers to experiment

hiring from group B, approximating policies like subsidies, quotas, and affirmative action, or

directly providing them with additional information about group B, approximating policies

like hiring centralization and hiring algorithms, mitigate bias formation. Second, since belief

updating and associations between the productivity of individual workers and that of their

group could differ based on the hiring context and the framing of worker groups, I investigate

how bias formation is influenced by the minority status of the uncertain group or by the use

of salient worker group labels (gender).

A Experimental Design

A group of 200 workers and 1,299 employers were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical

Turk (MTurk) using a subject pool restricted to US adults. Data gathered through MTurk

have been found to be reliable and consistent with data obtained from a traditional laboratory

environment or other survey methods (Buhrmester et al., 2011).25

Summary statistics on workers and employers are presented in Table 1 and additional

details on recruitment and sample restrictions are presented in Online Appendix 3.

Workers

To construct a hiring pool for employers, workers were assigned the real-effort cognitive task

of solving character puzzles under a piece rate. An example puzzle is shown in Figure OA3-

1. Workers were given one practice puzzle followed by 4 minutes to solve as many puzzles

as they could, which corresponds to their productivity. 25% of workers were randomly

assigned to group B and the rest to group A so that both groups have equal productivity

distributions.26 In practice, color labels Gray and Orange were used rather than labels B

25The subject pool is likely younger, more educated, and more liberal in their views than the US average
(Berinsky et al., 2012). Theoretically, the qualitative predictions of the framework don’t depend on these
characteristics, but to the extent that prior beliefs and willingness to hire minority workers may be higher
in the MTurk subject pool, then my results likely underestimate the extent of negatively-biased beliefs that
experience-based discrimination would generate in a representative sample of the population.

26Given 15 periods of hiring and 200 workers in total, the 25% fraction was chosen so that group B would
be large enough that employers could not expect to hire all or most of it as part of their task, but small
enough that it would appear as a clear minority. While the framework predictions do not depend on this
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and A which could indicate an ordering.27 There is no interaction between employers and

workers, nor do employers belong to either group, so there is little room for taste-based

discrimination or group attachment to arise, especially since those mechanisms would not

interact with the random nature of hiring experiences with group B. Workers solved 9

puzzles on average, with a minimum of 1, a maximum of 18, and no statistically significant

average difference across groups.

Employers

The experiment was designed to create the simplest setting to study how biased beliefs arise

endogenously from experience, in a setting abstract enough to study the primal mechanism

through which discrimination arises. Employers were incentivized with hiring the most

productive workers over fifteen periods t = 1, ..., 15, which required hiring from the group

with higher expected productivity.28 Each period, they observed their hire’s productivity

and received credits at a flat rate for each puzzle that their worker solved. There is no ground

for statistical discrimination to arise since groups are equally productive, but because this

is initially unknown to employers, group information is relevant.

Before hiring, employers were shown an example puzzle and given the size of both groups,

revealing that group B is a minority, as well as the mean productivity of group A, µ. Group

B is never explicitly referred to or labeled as a minority group to avoid potential connotations

with the term. The group is framed in a neutral way - its workers could just as well be more

rather than less productive on average - to make clear that uncertainty drives discrimination.

When hiring from group B, they were given a randomly-drawn worker from the group

(drawn without replacement). When hiring from group A, they were given a worker with

productivity equal to the group average of 9. Theoretically, this simplification has no im-

pact on behavior based on expected productivity. In practice, it simplifies the instructions

substantially and should be of little consequence, because I focus on the impact of hiring

choice, results from an additional experimental treatment presented below show that the minority status of
Group B does affect belief updating of employers.

27To control for preferences, colors green and purple were also used and the color order was varied such
that some employers saw green or orange as the uncertain group and others purple or gray. The different
color variations are pooled together in the analysis.

28Benson and Lepage (2023) reports that the median number of hires by managers at a large US retailer
is 10 over a six year period, suggesting that fifteen hires can correspond to a substantial time frame.
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experiences on subsequent hiring and beliefs, rather than baseline hiring differentials across

groups.29 To investigate the role of ambiguity aversion, employers completed a separate

task after hiring to obtain an individual measure of ambiguity aversion following Gneezy

et al. (2015), but I show that neither risk nor ambiguity aversion are plausible alternative

explanations for my results.

Beliefs about group B’s mean productivity were elicited using a binarized scoring rule as

proposed in Hossain and Okui (2013), incentivized for a random sample of two periods as

detailed in Online Appendix 3. Beliefs were elicited before an employer’s first hire and after

each period they hired from group B. When an employer hired from group A, their beliefs

about group B carried over from the last period. Belief elicitation incentives were chosen

to be small compared to hiring payoffs to minimize distortions in hiring incentives. Still,

to investigate whether the timing of belief elicitation affects bias formation, an additional

group of employers only had their beliefs elicited at the end of the hiring task, providing little

evidence that it substantively affected belief formation (Columns 6-7 of Panel B of Table 3).

Treatments and Empirical Strategy

To test hypotheses 1-5, employers were assigned to one of two treatments:

� Treatment Baseline. Each period, employers choose between hiring from group A or

B. Group A is the majority with 75% of workers.

� Treatment Control. As in Treatment Baseline, but employers can only hire from

group B each period.

Treatment Baseline allows me to test hypotheses 1-2 by observing how hiring experiences

impact subsequent hiring and beliefs. Testing hypotheses 3-4 is complicated by the fact that

hiring experiences affect posterior beliefs in two distinct ways: they mechanically lead to

belief updating and they impact hiring, indirectly affecting belief updating in future periods.

The second corresponds to the mechanism of interest. The Control treatment allows me to

29Risk-averse employers have an incentive to hire group A, but it does not interact with the random
nature of hiring experiences with group B. That is, the goal is not to document baseline hiring differentials
between groups, but how better or worse hiring experiences impact hiring of group B relative to group A
and learning. Further, evidence below shows a clear link between beliefs about the mean productivity of
group B and hiring, supporting an interpretation based on expected productivity.
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separately identify the two by providing variation in belief updating that is independent of

hiring choices. For those employers, hires influence beliefs about group B, but the mechanism

of interest is shut down because they cannot stop hiring from the group. Contrasting the

final belief distributions across the two treatments allows me to test hypothesis 5.

I use 9 puzzles as the cutoff for a good experience given the implicit comparison to

hiring from group A, which is known to yield 9 puzzles. While the productivity of group

B hires is randomly drawn irrespective of an employer’s hiring history, the decision to hire

group B and observe a productivity draw beyond the first is endogenously determined by

previous experiences. Accordingly, I present results isolating the impact of a first group

B hire’s productivity or holding constant the previous number of group B hires across

employers. The first experience is exogenous and captures the total impact on hiring and

beliefs over subsequent periods. Considering the productivity of later hires allows me to test

how experiences affect hiring and belief updating more generally as well as how impacts vary

with an employer’s previous number of hires.

B Evidence on Experience-Based Discrimination

I first characterize how the hiring and learning of employers in the Baseline treatment is

shaped by their experiences hiring from group B. I then isolate the impact of endogenous

learning on hiring and bias formation by comparing employers across the Baseline and

Control treatments.

Previous Experiences, Hiring, and Beliefs

I provide evidence for hypotheses 1 and 2 in Figure 1 and Table 2, focusing on the impact of

hiring experiences with group B on subsequent hiring of the group and final beliefs about its

productivity. The impact of experiences on subsequent hiring can be seen as a “first stage”,

since the mechanism posits that experiences impact beliefs specifically though changes in

hiring. Throughout the analysis, I use a 1% statistical significance level unless specified

otherwise.

Panel A of Figure 1 shows a clear relationship between the productivity of an employer’s

hires from group B and their subsequent hiring of the group over the remaining periods.

The figure plots estimates from linear regressions of total future hires from group B on the
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number of puzzles solved by a given group B hire, estimated separately for each group B

hire. I plot up to the first 9 hires from group B, which corresponds to the average number

of total hires from the group over the 15 periods. The figure shows that subsequent B hiring

increases if B hires have higher productivity, especially if productivity is above 9 (positive

experience), and decreases if productivity is below 9 (negative experience). The relationship

appears particularly strong for early hires, consistent with employers responding strongly to

their first experiences because they are particularly uncertain about group B’s productivity.30

While neither the theoretical results nor predictions of the experiment depend on the timing

of negative experiences for any given employer, if negative experiences lead an employer to

reduce their hiring of group B early on, then their impact may be particularly large and

persistent by reducing subsequent information acquisition.

Panel A of Table 2 displays a similar pattern using the same specification, but averaging

over all B hires for each employer. In Column 2, 4, and 6, I also present estimates from

linear regressions interacting the productivity of a group B hire with the number of previous

hires from group B, while also controlling for the main effects of both of these variables. The

productivity of B hires statistically significantly affects subsequent hiring, with 0.1 additional

hire for each additional puzzle solved by a B hire, but the relationship weakens with each

additional hire from the group. Similarly, a hire with productivity above nine increases

hiring by 0.73 worker, while a hire with productivity below decreases it by 0.62. Throughout

the analysis, controlling for employer priors and individual measures of ambiguity aversion

has negligible impact on the results (Table OA3-7).31

Panel B of Figure 1 and Panel B of Table 2 show a similar relationship between the

productivity of B hires and final beliefs of an employer about the group’s mean productivity

as the outcome variable. Estimates in Table 2 are statistically significant at the 1-5% level,

namely showing that an increase of one puzzle solved by a B hire increases final beliefs

30Employers switch between groups more times than is optimal, on average 3.46 times with a standard
deviation of 3.23. Still, nearly 40% switch at most once and nearly half switch at most twice. Increased
switching could mitigate bias formation, because employers do not completely stop hiring from group B after
switching to group A once. Yet, if employers are quicker to switch away from group B in the first place,
this may decrease hiring and learning if early experiences are particularly important. Evidence that agents
switch more than optimal in bandit problems is a common finding (e.g. Meyer and Shi, 1995; Banks et al.,
1997). It is unlikely to represent a lack of comprehension by employers given that they had to complete
comprehension questions targeting important aspects of the task and setting.

31There is little relationship between ambiguity aversion and total B hiring in general and little interaction
with the productivity of the first hire (Table OA3-8).
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about the group’s productivity by 0.1 puzzle, while a hire with productivity above (below) 9

increases (decreases) final beliefs by 0.64 puzzle. Once again, interacting these impacts with

the previous number of group B hires indicates that the impacts decrease with additional

hiring experience. These impacts are consistent with bias-formation from experience, but

conflate the impact of experiences on beliefs through hiring and mechanical belief updating

based on the productivity of hires. Since initial experiences play an important role in shaping

hiring and beliefs, the timing of experiences matters, relating intuitively to work on the

lasting consequences of first impressions (Agnew et al., 2018).

The results highlight that hiring experiences, particularly early ones, set employers on

persistently different paths of hiring and learning, directly supporting hypotheses 1-2.

Endogenous Learning and Bias Formation

Next, I provide evidence relating to hypotheses 3 and 4 in Panel C of Figure 1, Figure 2, and

Panel C of Table 2 by comparing the effect of hiring experiences across the Baseline and

the Control treatments. I isolate the impact of endogenous learning, showing that previous

experiences have larger impacts on final beliefs when employers selectively decide whether to

hire more from the group based on these experiences and that negative biases in particular

are persistent.

Panel C of Figure 1 and Panel C of Table 2 show that experiences hiring group B, both

positive and negative, have larger impacts on final beliefs of employers in the Baseline

treatment compared to the Control treatment, consistent with experiences shaping hiring

and therefore subsequent learning. The estimates come from linear regressions using data

from both the Baseline and Control treatments which control for an indicator variable for

an employer being assigned to the Baseline treatment, the productivity of a given group B

hire, and the interaction between the two which isolates the impact of endogenous learning.

In Figure 1, I show estimates from separate regressions for each group B hire, while Table

2 pools estimates across all group B hires from a given employer. Columns 2, 4, and 6

of Table 2 present results of the triple interaction between being assigned to the Baseline

treatment, the productivity of a given group B hire, and the number of group B hires by

the employer prior to that group B hire, obtained from a regression also including the full

set of main effects and interactions, again to investigate the relative importance of early

hiring experiences. The impacts in Table 2 are statistically significant at the 1-5% level and
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once again subside with each additional hire from group B. The latter result is unsurprising

because employers from the Baseline treatment who hire more B workers end up with a more

similar number of signals from which to update their beliefs to employers from the Control

treatment and because the scope for experiences to affect beliefs through subsequent hiring

decreases with each additional hire.

Figure 2 traces out the impact of a first negative versus positive experience with group B

on hiring and belief-updating, providing an intuitive way to visualize the experiment’s main

results. Each estimate comes from a linear regression of the number of group B hires or

beliefs about the group’s productivity as of a given period of the hiring task on an indicator

variable for whether an employer’s first experience hiring group B was positive or negative.

In the top panel, only employers in the Baseline treatment are included in the estimation.

In the middle and bottom panels, coefficients are estimated and presented separately for the

Baseline and Control treatments.

The top panel shows that a first negative experience persistently lowers group B hiring

compared to a positive one, with a difference of 2 hires or 20% after 15 periods. The middle

panel shows the evolution of beliefs following a first positive experience. A first positive

experience leads to positively-biased beliefs which dissipate over subsequent periods in both

treatments. In later periods, beliefs across the two treatments converge to the true mean

productivity of group B.

As shown in the bottom panel, following a first negative experience, employers in both

treatments have negatively-biased beliefs. In contrast to positive bias, negative bias only

dissipates in the control treatment, whose employers keep hiring from group B even when

they believe it to be less productive and therefore keep learning. Negative bias corrects

much more slowly in the Baseline treatment, because it decreases hiring and therefore

learning.32 After 15 periods, those employers hold average beliefs substantially below 9 and

corresponding to a decrease in bias of less than 50% from period 2.33

32Consistent with the trade off that employers face between the two worker groups, the observed impact
of a first negative experience on final beliefs is not solely driven by particularly negative first experiences,
but rather any first hire with productivity below that expected of group A (Figure OA3-4).

33T-tests indicate no statistically significant differences across treatments in periods 2 and 15 conditional
on a first positive experience (p-values 0.678, 0.959) or in period 15 for the control treatment regardless
of the first experience (p-value 0.475). In contrast, while beliefs are not statistically significantly different
across treatments in period 2 conditional on a first negative experience (p-value 0.230), they are in period
15 both across treatments and whether the first experience was negative or positive within the Baseline
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I present evidence for hypothesis 5 in Figure 3, contrasting the change in the belief

distribution between treatments from the first period to the last.34 Both treatments have

similar negatively-biased initial beliefs about the mean productivity of group B of around 8.6.

A mass of initial beliefs distributed around 9 likely results from anchoring in the instructions,

which mentioned that the average productivity of group A was 9 but said nothing of group

B’s.35 The Control treatment generally corrected their biases, with increased mass around 9

and average beliefs of 9.09 after 15 periods. In contrast, Baseline treatment employers had

essentially the same average beliefs as in period 1 and proportionally little changed in the left

tail. Both Wilcoxon rank-sum and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests reject the null hypothesis of

equal period 15 belief distributions across treatments (at the 5 and 7% level, respectively).36

A3-2 plots the difference in the final belief distributions across treatments, highlighting that

much of the difference lies in the Baseline treatment being more likely to have beliefs below

8 and less likely to have beliefs of 9 and 10.

Persistent priors don’t appear to be the cause of these biased beliefs. Even with a

relatively accurate prior distribution, over 80% of employers finished the experiment with

beliefs that differed from those they held in period 1 by more than one puzzle. There is also

clear heterogeneity in beliefs based on the number of group B hires, with Baseline treatment

employers who hired at least 1 but less than 9 B workers having average final beliefs of 7.7

versus 9.4 for those who hired more than 9.37 This pattern highlights how beliefs may not

converge or converge slowly with experience, when experience itself is endogenous. This is

particularly striking given that, as shown in the previous subsection, employers responded

roughly symmetrically to positive and negative experiences in terms of hiring and belief-

updating, but negative bias persists by decreasing subsequent hiring and learning.

treatment (0.003, 0.010).
34To focus on bias formation, I restrict the sample to the vast majority of employers from the Baseline

treatment who hired at least one group B worker.
35This design choice approximates the case of unbiased prior distribution considered in the model and

should yield malleable beliefs given how little information is provided to form beliefs. Still, average initial
beliefs below 9 indicates that employers seemingly incorrectly expected group B to be less productive, for
example because of their minority status. Consistent with this possibility, initial beliefs in the treatment
described below presenting both groups as equally-sized were closer to 9.

36In contrast, the tests fail to reject the null that the period 1 belief distributions are equal across treat-
ments, with p-values of 0.77 and 0.92.

37Figure OA3-3 displays a strong positive relationship between average final employer beliefs and the total
number of B hires.
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Risk or ambiguity aversion also don’t provide a plausible alternative interpretation for

these findings. Negative experiences cause employers to hire fewer group B workers, rather

than a fundamental unwillingness to hire the group. Even though employers are not forced to

hire group B, approximately 90% of them do at least once. The dynamics of hiring and belief

updating, for example evidence that beliefs converge with experience, are also consistent with

a learning interpretation. Moreover, evidence below shows that keeping uncertainty and risk

constant in a way which does not affect the propensity of employers to hire from group B

still affects bias formation by affecting how employers update their beliefs from experience.

Alternatively, changing incentives of employers to trade-off hiring and learning in a way which

decreases the scope for risk aversion does not simply decrease bias by increasing hiring, but

by weakening the relationship between previous experiences and hiring. Lastly, providing

information on average group productivity in a way which leaves hiring incentives constant

increases group B hiring, highlighting that correcting negative biases has a direct impact on

hiring and learning.

C Evidence on Policy Implications and Changing the Hiring Con-

text

I now consider additional experimental treatments to gain a deeper understanding of how

experience-based discrimination operates. First, I test some empirical predictions of the

model related to commonly-used policies to mitigate discrimination. Second, I vary the

hiring context to investigate how it affects bias formation.

Policy Tools

First, I consider an Exploration treatment varying the cost of exploration by giving employ-

ers a bonus equivalent to two puzzles solved (440 credits or about 22% of average produc-

tivity) for each group B hire. Incentivizing hiring should decrease the extent to which it is

shaped by previous experience and therefore the extent to which learning is endogenous.

Second, I consider an Information treatment providing employers with information on

group B from outside their hiring. In periods 10-15, regardless of hiring, employers were

given the mean productivity of 5 randomly-selected group B workers previously hired by

other employers in that period and their beliefs were elicited.
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Columns 1-2 of Panel A of Table 3 show that the Exploration treatment hired 2 more

B workers on average and had 22% lower final bias. The estimates shown were obtained

from a linear regression of the total hiring of group B by an employer or their final bias

in beliefs about the group’s productivity on an indicator variable for an employer being

assigned to the Exploration treatment. These employers finished with average beliefs of

8.97, correcting a substantial fraction of negatively-biased beliefs. Moreover, Table OA3-3

presents evidence that lowering the cost of exploration specifically weakened the relationship

between the productivity of previous B hires and subsequent hiring of the group, decreasing

selection in hiring and therefore endogeneity in learning.

Columns 3-4 of Panel A of Table 3 present estimates from linear regressions of the prob-

ability of an employer hiring from group B in a given period or their current bias in beliefs

about the group’s productivity on an indicator variable for the employer being assigned to

the Information treatment, an indicator for being in periods 10-15 of the hiring task when

additional information was provided to employers, and an interaction term between the two.

Column 3 shows that the Information treatment was statistically significantly 16% more

likely to hire from group B in periods 10-15. This increase is consistent with inducing em-

ployers with negative biases to hire from group B, even when the information across periods

indicated that the two groups were equally productive on average, leaving hiring incentives

unchanged. Column 4 indicates a decrease of 32% in bias for periods 10-15. Employers

finished with average beliefs of 8.79, a roughly 50% reduction in negatively-biased beliefs in

particular.

These findings highlight that employers internalize the exploration-extraction trade off

and that decreasing the cost of exploration mitigates bias formation. Moreover, while the

Information treatment provides a lot of information, equivalent to 25 hires, and it may be

harder to convey to employers in other settings, the findings stress that the issue driving

discrimination is a lack of information. For policy, these results highlight how interventions

which increase minority hiring or information about minority workers can not only improve

their short term outcomes, but also shape a different path of hiring and employer perceptions

for the future. Several policies could approximate the Exploration treatment, including sub-

sidies as well as affirmative action. Others could serve a similar role as the Information

treatment, namely information aggregation through centralized hiring. Lastly, hiring algo-

rithms could serve a similar role as both the Exploration and the Informaton treatments
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if they explicitly assign value to learning about worker groups and aggregate information

across managers or establishments. Bergman et al. (2020) shows that an algorithm which

explicitly puts weight on exploration about worker characteristics that are more uncertain,

rather than simply extraction from previous experiences, can improve hiring diversity at no

efficiency cost. In my setting, the exploration bonus directly affects the employer’s payoff

rather than affecting a hiring recommendation given to the employer, but the two measures

essentially target the same issue and yield the same benefits.

Hiring Context

First, I consider an Equal treatment investigating the impact of framing group B as a minor-

ity. The mechanism should operate regardless because it fundamentally arises from relative

uncertainty about the productivity of groups, but minority status itself may affect group

perceptions, for example through stereotyping. In both the Baseline and Equal treatments,

group B has 50 workers. In the latter, group A also has 50 rather than 150 workers, framing

groups as equally sized, but presenting group B identically across treatments.

Second, I consider a Gender treatment with a salient group characteristic, gender, us-

ing self-reported male (123) and female (77) workers.38 In practice, employers enter the

labor market with beliefs which may affect their hiring and learning from the start. While

gender labels could make that characteristic particularly salient, gender is generally easily

observable, an established literature documents its salience, and this simple framing allows

for a direct comparison with other treatments. Moreover, while the task was chosen to be

reasonably gender neutral, some employers evoked common stereotypes to motivate their

beliefs, such as women having “less computer training”, but being “more detail-oriented”,

suggesting a meaningful relationship with views held more broadly. Employers were also

more likely to report that intelligence and experience were important or very important to

explain differences in group productivity compared to the Baseline treatment, at 50% and

60% versus 25% and 38%.

Estimates in Columns 1-2 of Panel B of Table 3 were obtained from linear regressions of

the total hiring of group B by an employer or their final bias in beliefs about the group’s

productivity on an indicator variable for an employer being assigned to the Equal treatment.

38Table 1 shows that both groups solved approximately 9 puzzles on average, with no statistically significant
difference. Tests for differences in distribution also yield p-values above 0.39.
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Column 2 presents evidence of decreased bias by around 16% when groups are equally sized.

The Equal treatment has average final beliefs of 8.8 versus 8.6 for the Baseline treatment.

Column 1 indicates that these impacts are not driven by increased hiring. Table OA3-4 sug-

gests that they appear due to less updating following early negative experiences with group

B. This finding is striking given how similar the two treatments are and the neutral framing

of the uncertain group, suggesting that the minority label plays an important role in shap-

ing perceptions. One potential explanation is that, when group B is framed as a minority,

negative experiences trigger a negative association of employers between productivity and

minority status.

Column 3 of Panel B of Table 3 shows a 18% increase in final bias about female work-

ers estimated from a regression of final bias in beliefs about group B’s productivity on an

indicator variable for an employer being assigned to the Gender treatment. Employers as-

signed to the Gender treatment have lower final beliefs of 8.48, with strong heterogeneity

across employer gender (8.67 and 8.16 for male and female employers). I then augment the

specification in Column 3 with an indicator for an employer being male, and its interaction

with being assigned to the Gender treatment. As shown in column 5, when the uncertain

group corresponds to female workers, male employers report 9% higher beliefs about its pro-

ductivity, although the estimate is only statistically significant at the 10% level. In contrast,

there is little evidence of relationships between bias formation and employer characteristics

or prejudice measures with artificial worker groups, as shown in Table OA3-5. Much of this

difference across employer gender arises from the hiring task, because initial beliefs are more

similar (8.22 for female employers, 8.34 for male employers). Combined with the absence

of a large difference in female hiring across employer gender shown in Column 4, this sug-

gests that the difference lies in belief updating. Evidence that female employers form more

negative biases is consistent with evidence that they evaluate female workers comparatively

harshly (Ellemers et al., 2004; Bagues and Esteve-Volart, 2010).

Lastly, Online Appendix 3 investigates how employer behavior departs from Bayesian up-

dating. I find that employers appear quicker to develop group associations than a Bayesian

benchmark, consistent with stereotype formation amplifying experience-based discrimina-

tion.
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IV Conclusion

Evidence from surveys and recent studies supports the notion that discrimination can arise

from employers developing inaccurate group perceptions, but this feature is absent from

classical models of discrimination. I present a new model in which persistent, heterogeneous

employer biased beliefs about the productivity of a worker group arise from employers’

individual hiring experiences. These biased beliefs can create discrimination against worker

groups whose productivity is initially more uncertain to employers, like minority groups,

even with expected profit-maximizing employers and equally-productive worker groups, no

prior bias or prejudice, and without endogenous worker investments.

I then present the results of an online experiment finding support for the model’s key

predictions. Namely, negative experiences of an employer hiring a group lead to persis-

tent negative biases specifically by decreasing subsequent hiring of that group and therefore

learning about its productivity. I also show that the hiring context matters: whether a

group represents a minority or whether the group label is arbitrary (color) or has real world

saliency (gender) affects the extent to which biased beliefs arise. Further, by explicitly

providing an origin for biased beliefs, the model generates clear predictions regarding the

effectiveness of some policies to mitigate discrimination. I test some of these predictions in

the experiment, showing that incentivizing employers to hire more from the uncertain group

or providing them with additional information on its productivity mitigates biased beliefs.

These findings provide a new lens to analyze the impact of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

(DEI) policies. Not only can they increase representation, but promote employer learning

about the productivity of minority groups, potentially leading to longer-term increases in

both diversity and efficiency. Similarly, my findings suggest that the use of tools like hiring

algorithms can mitigate discrimination if they decrease the extent to which employers rely

on their own personal experiences when making hiring decisions.

This paper studies an intuitive feature of hiring which provides a new way to understand

prejudice in the labor market as the result of interactions between groups distorting beliefs

and behavior. Biased beliefs arise because employers learn from a selected sample of obser-

vations about worker productivity, selected by their own hiring, with implications for our

theoretical understanding of labor market discrimination, empirical studies on the source of

discrimination, and policy. Key insights from this paper likely carry over to other scenarios
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in which individuals make consequential decisions from experience. The increasing avail-

ability of data on decision makers making repeated decisions in the labor market, criminal

justice system, medicine, education, and financial or credit services suggests opportunities

to investigate how experience-based discrimination arises in other important settings.
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Figure 1: Estimates of the Impact of the Productivity of Group B Hires on Hiring and Beliefs

Panel A) Estimated Impact on Total Subsequent Number of B Hires, Treatment
Baseline
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Panel B) Estimated Impact on Final Beliefs, Treatment Baseline
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Panel C) Estimated Differential Impact on Final Beliefs, Baseline versus
Control
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Note. Panels A and B show the estimated impact of the productivity of group B hires on subsequent hiring of the group and final beliefs about

its productivity for the Baseline treatment. Estimates are obtained from linear regressions of total subsequent group B hires or final beliefs

about group B productivity on the number of puzzles solved by a group B hire. Panel C shows the estimated differential impact of the

productivity of group B hires on final beliefs for the Baseline versus the Control treatment. Estimates are obtained from linear regressions of

final beliefs about group B productivity on the number of puzzles solved by a group B hire, an indicator variable for an employer being assigned

to the Baseline treatment, and an interaction term between the two. Effects are estimated separately for each group B hire. Treatment

Baseline: each period, employers choose between hiring from group A or B. Group A is the majority with 75% of workers. Beliefs about the

mean productivity of group B are elicited before the first hire and after every hire from the group. Treatment Control: as in Treatment

Baseline, but employers can only hire from group B each period. A negative (positive) experience is defined as a hire from group B having

productivity < 9 (> 9), the mean productivity of group A.
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Figure 2: Impact of First Experience with Group B on Hiring and Beliefs
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Note. Panel A shows the impact of an employer’s first experience hiring
from group B on hiring of the group for the Baseline treatment, separated by
whether the first experience was positive or negative. Estimates are obtained
from linear regressions of the number of group B hires by an employer on
an indicator variable for whether their first experience hiring group B was
positive or negative. Panel B (C) shows the impact of an employer’s first
experience hiring from group B being positive (negative) on beliefs about
the group’s productivity. Estimates are obtained from linear regressions of
the beliefs of an employer about the productivity of group B on an indicator
variable for whether their first experience hiring group B was positive or
negative, estimated separately for the Baseline and Control treatment. A
negative (positive) experience is defined as the first hire from group B having
productivity < 9 (> 9), the mean productivity of group A.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Employer Beliefs, Treatment Baseline versus Control
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Note. Treatment Control: as in Treatment Baseline, but employers can only hire from group B each period.
A small fraction of employers from Treatment Baseline who did not hire from group B are excluded from
the sample. See Figure 1 for more details.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Panel A: Puzzles Solved by Workers

Group A Group B Male Female

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mean 9.23 9.12 9.38 8.91
Standard Deviation (3.44) (3.68) (3.63) (3.27)
Median 9 9 9 9
Min 1 1 1 1
Max 18 18 18 18
Number of Observations 150 50 123 77

P-value
H0: µO=µG 0.85
H0: µM=µF 0.35

Panel B: Employer Demographics

Mean Standard Deviation

(1) (2)

Age 36.14 10.45
Male 0.63 0.48
White 0.75 0.43
Black 0.09 0.28
Asian 0.07 0.26
Hispanic 0.06 0.24
At Least Some College 0.85 0.36
Employment Beyond MTurk 0.72 0.45

Number of Observations 1,299

Note. P-values are from t-tests for the equality of means. In the experiment, color labels Gray and Orange were used

rather than labels B and A to avoid indicating an ordering. Employment Beyond MTurk is an indicator variable for the

participant being employed outside of the Mechanical Turk platform.
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Table 2: Impact of the Productivity of Group B Hires on Hiring and Beliefs

Total Subsequent Number of Group B Hires
Panel A) Baseline Treatment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Prod. of B Hire 0.107
(0.021)

Prod. of B Hire X # of Prev. B Hires -0.018
(0.004)

Positive Experience 0.727
(0.153)

Positive Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires -0.124
(0.030)

Negative Experience -0.623
(0.154)

Negative Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires 0.136
(0.029)

Outcome Mean 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115
Number of Observations 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389

Final Beliefs About Group B Productivity
Panel B) Baseline Treatment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Prod. of B Hire 0.091
(0.011)

Prod. of B Hire X # of Prev. B Hires -0.005
(0.002)

Positive Experience 0.555
(0.078)

Positive Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires -0.038
(0.017)

Negative Experience -0.565
(0.076)

Negative Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires 0.036
(0.018)

Outcome Mean 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975
Number of Observations 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389

Final Beliefs About Group B Productivity
Panel C) Differential Impact, Baseline Versus Control (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Baseline X Prod. of B hire 0.070
(0.014)

Base. X Prod. of B hire X # of Prev. B hires -0.007
(0.003)

Baseline X Positive Experience 0.440
(0.096)

Base. X Positive Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires -0.052
(0.022)

Baseline X Negative Experience -0.407
(0.096)

Base. X Negative Exp. X # of Prev. B Hires 0.055
(0.023)

Outcome Mean 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913
Number of Observations 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414

Note. Panels A and B show estimates of the impact of a group B hire’s productivity on subsequent hiring of
the group and beliefs about its productivity for the Baseline treatment. Estimates are obtained from linear
regressions of the total number of subsequent group B hires by an employer or their final beliefs about group B
productivity on the number of puzzles solved by a given group B hire. In Columns 2, 4, and 6, the regression
model is augmented with a variable indicating the number of previous hires from group B and an interaction
term between this variable and the number of puzzles solved by a given group B hire. Panel C shows estimates of
the differential impact of a group B hire’s productivity on beliefs about the group’s productivity for the Baseline
versus the Control treatment. Estimates are obtained from linear regressions of an employer’s final beliefs about
group B productivity on the number of puzzles solved by a given group B hire, an indicator variable for whether
the employer was assigned to the Baseline treatment, and an interaction term between the two. In Columns
2, 4, and 6, the regression model is augmented with a variable indicating the number of previous hires from
group B as of a given period, an interaction term between this variable and the number of puzzles solved by a
given group B hire, and interaction terms between these two variables and whether the employer was assigned
to the Baseline treatment. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. Treatment Baseline: each
period, employers choose between hiring from group A or B. Treatment Control: as in Treatment Baseline,
but employers can only hire from group B each period. Group A is the majority with 75% of workers. Beliefs
about the mean productivity of group B are elicited before the first hire and after every hire from the group.
Regressions include the employer’s prior beliefs about group B’s average productivity elicited before the hiring
task. Regressions in Panels A and B also include an individual measure of ambiguity aversion calculated as in
Gneezy et al. (2015). A negative (positive) experience is defined as a hire from group B having productivity <
9 (> 9), the mean productivity of group A.
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Table 3: Differences in Hiring and Beliefs Across Treatments Compared to Treatment Base-
line

Panel A) Policy Interventions Total Number of Final Bias Probability of Bias in
B Hires in Beliefs Hiring B Beliefs
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Exploration Treatment 1.814 -0.340
(0.519) (0.139)

Period 10-15 -0.024 -0.053
(0.016) (0.057)

Information Treatment X Period 10-15 0.079 -0.551
(0.032) (0.138)

Outcome Mean 8.65 1.55 0.49 1.71
Number of Observations 445 445 6,517 6,517

Panel B) Changes in Hiring Context Total Number of Final Bias Final Bias Total Number of Final Beliefs Total Number of Final Bias
B Hires in Beliefs in Beliefs B Hires B Hires in Beliefs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Equal Treatment 0.660 -0.259
(0.496) (0.138)

Gender Treatment 0.325 0.236 -0.380
(0.154) (0.732) (0.356)

Male Employer 0.015 0.072
(0.575) (0.289)

Gender Treatment X Male Employer -0.375 0.795
(0.923) (0.457)

Elicitation Treatment 0.572 0.159
(0.435) (0.139)

Outcome Mean 8.27 1.58 1.82 8.97 8.67 8.27 1.73
Number of Observations 449 449 534 468 468 487 487

Note. The table displays differences in hiring and beliefs across experimental treatments, compared to the Baseline treatment. Estimates in Columns 1-2 of Panel A
and 1-2, 6-7 of Panel B were obtained from a linear regression of the total hiring of group B by an employer or their final bias in beliefs about the group’s productivity
on an indicator variable for an employer being assigned to the Exploration, Equal, or Elicitation treatment. Estimates in Columns 3-4 of Panel A were obtained
from linear regressions of the probability of an employer hiring from group B in a given period or their current bias in beliefs about the group’s productivity on an
indicator variable for the employer being assigned to the Information treatment, an indicator for being in periods 10-15 of the hiring task when additional information
was provided to employers, and an interaction term between the two. Estimates in Column 3 of Panel B were estimated from a regression of final bias in beliefs
about group B’s productivity on an indicator variable for an employer being assigned to the Gender treatment. Columns 4-5 also include an indicator variable for an
employer being male, and its interaction with the employer being assigned to the Gender treatment. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses for columns
1-2 of Panel A and Panel B and clustered standard errors at the employer level are presented in parentheses for columns 3-4 of Panel A. The reference treatment
in all columns is Treatment Baseline. Exploration: as in Treatment Baseline, but employers are given a 440 credit bonus each period they hire from group B.
Treatment Information: as in Treatment Baseline, but employers are given additional information on group B in periods 10-15 and their beliefs in those periods
are elicited regardless of hiring. Treatment Equal: as in Treatment Baseline, but groups are equally sized with 50 workers each. Treatment Gender: as in Treatment
Baseline, but groups correspond to male (123) and female (77) workers. “Elicitation” is an indicator variable for the employer having been assigned to a group of 190
employers who only had their beliefs elicited once at the end of the hiring task. The specification for columns 3-4 of Panel A include employer fixed effects to capture
time-invariant tendencies across employers to hire from a group and update their belief.
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Appendix A - Proofs and Equilibrium Definition

Proofs

Proposition 1

Market clearing implies λmt = wBt(Ψt) − wA. Define λmt := λc
t . From (3), employers with

λjt > λc
t strictly prefer to hire group B while those with λjt < λc

t strictly prefer to hire group

A. Thus, λc
t is the cutoff λjt for a B worker in period t.

Proposition 2

The Bayesian CLT implies that µB →d µ as K → ∞ with K ≤ t for employers with

λjt > λc
t as t → ∞ under standard regulatory conditions on G(·) and h(·). For almost all

of these employers, λjt → 0 as K → ∞ and λjt ≥ wBt(Ψt) − wA, implying wA ≥ wBt(Ψt)

asymptotically. From (3) and (4), fraction 1−FB of employers hire group A asymptotically,

implying λjt ≤ λc
t . Since their value of information Et[V (ψ

′
Sjt+1

, ·)]−Et[V (ψSjt+1
, ·)] is weakly

positive and wA ≥ wBt(Ψt), then E[µB|Sjt] < µ.

Proposition 3

Define EBt as the set of employers with λjt ≥ λC
t in period t, with mass equal to FB. Given

a continuum of employers, there exists ZBt+1 ⊂ EBt with λjt+1 < wBt − wA ≤ λjt. Suppose

wBt+1 ≥ wB, then EBt+1 ⊂ EBt and the market doesn’t clear. Thus, wBt+1 < wBt for all t.

Since wBt is strictly decreasing in t, showing wBt → c ∈ R as t → ∞ is equivalent

to showing that wBt cannot fall below an arbitrarily low limit c > −∞. Employers with

λjt ≤ λc
t have observed a finite number of signals (if any), have a strictly positive value of

learning, and E[µB|Sjt] > −∞. Define λj as the supremum λj for employers with λjt ≤ λc
t

as t → ∞, with λj = c. Then, wBt ≥ c for any t.

For any ε > 0, there exists t large enough such that fraction FB − ε of employers with

λjt ≥ λc
t have value of learning smaller than ε and will hire Group B in the limit. There also

exists t
′
> t arbitrarily large such that beliefs of employers hiring from Group B at t

′
are

almost entirely driven by signals observed between t and t
′
: µB|St′j follows approximately

the same distribution as µB|{St′j \ Sjt}. Given that E[µB|{St′j \ Sjt}] → µ almost surely,

some employers with λjt ≥ λc
t have E[µB|Sjt] < µ and a value of learning smaller than ε,
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such that their λjt is below 0.39 By market clearing, λmt is no greater than the infimum λjt

of employers with λjt ≥ λc
t , implying λmt = wBt − wA < 0 and wBt < wA for t > t

′
. Since

wBt is strictly decreasing in t, then c < wA.

Equilibrium Definition

An equilibrium is a stochastic process over beliefs and a mapping from beliefs to wages.

Given a continuum of agents on each side of the market, this corresponds to a deterministic

Markov process with transition functions characterized by the following definition.

Definition 1 An equilibrium is a Markov process with a distribution over beliefs Ψt evolving

according to a transition function T :△ (R × R+) →△ (R × R+), a wage function wBt:

△ (R× R+) →△ R and an initial state Ψ0 ∈△ (R× R+) such that every period:

1. Employers make expected profit maximizing hiring decisions following equation (2)

and Proposition 1 for all (ψSjt
, wBt(Ψt)).

2. The labor market clears according to (4).

3. Employers update their beliefs:

a) Those with ψSjt
such that λjt < λc

t(wBt(Ψt)) hold posterior beliefs

ψSjt+1
= ψSjt

.

b) Those with ψSjt
such that λjt ≥ λc

t(wBt(Ψt)) hold posterior beliefs

ψ
′
Sjt+1

derived according to equation (1).

39The probability that employer beliefs all converge in distribution to µ from above is 0 given a large
number of employers.
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1 Additional Model Discussion

1.1 Certainty about Group A’s Productivity

Note that the proofs of Propositions 1-3 do not rely on employers being certain about the
productivity of Group A. At one extreme, the results hold directly when allowing for arbi-
trarily small uncertainty about Group A’s productivity. At the other extreme, even if the
initial level of uncertainty is identical across groups, if group B is a minority, then most em-
ployers will become more uncertain about their productivity over time and the mechanism
may operate similarly. Therefore, the extent of discrimination against group B may increase
with the degree of relative uncertainty about their productivity, but certainty about group
A’s productivity is not necessary to generate the model’s predictions.

1.2 Signals of Individual Productivity and Endogenous Worker
Investments

Consider the case in which employers observe a noisy signal si of individual worker pro-
ductivity xi at the hiring stage and do not rely solely on group membership g to predict
productivity. This signal is exogenous, rather than the result of an investment choice, and
can be thought of as a score on a pre-employment test. Negatively-biased beliefs about the
mean productivity of group B conditional on a given signal value arise as in the baseline
model. Since employers above the hiring cutoff are willing to pay more for a group B worker
conditional on si, workers and employers sort such that hiring and learning dynamics are also
unchanged. Workers can be indexed by their signal value, with the same learning problem
arising for each worker “type” and a market-clearing wage for each type-group pair.

Discrimination may still vary by occupation, skill, and education depending on the vari-
ance in productivity and productivity signals. These variances determine the extent to which
employers rely on group membership to predict productivity, and therefore the importance
of the learning problem. Discrimination empirically appears smaller for high-skill workers, at
least in the case of race (Lang and Lehmann, 2012). Differences in the information available
at the time of hiring, variance in productivity, or the speed with which the market learns
individual worker productivity, could all help explain this empirical regularity (Arcidiacono
et al., 2010).

When groups are ex-ante equally productive, statistical discrimination models usually
generate outcome disparities because workers from group B may face different incentives to
invest in human capital, for example due to employers perceiving their signals of productivity
as noisier (Lundberg and Startz, 1983) or because they hold negative stereotypes against
them (Coate and Loury, 1993). Statistical discrimination therefore arises when group B
becomes less productive due to lower investment.

While a formal model of endogenous worker investment is beyond the scope of this paper,
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in the model, even if employers have biased beliefs on average, workers and employers sort
such that group B is hired by employers above the cutoff who have approximately unbiased
average beliefs with experience. Accordingly, group B doesn’t necessarily have incentives to
invest differentially in human capital due to biased beliefs of employers. Group B may still
be incentivized to sort into occupations where the information asymmetry problem faced by
employers is lesser, providing a rationale for group specialization. Similarly, if group B earns
lower expected returns from the labor market overall, they may have incentives to invest less
in human capital, which could exacerbate discrimination.

1.3 Firm Size and Hiring Policy

Larger employers who hire more have a higher value of learning and should learn more quickly.
Negative biases may be less likely to persist, and these employers would be predicted to hire
a higher fraction of group B workers, consistent with evidence reported in Miller (2017)
for black workers. These implications relate to large establishments with centralized human
resources (HR) services rather than large firms with decentralized hiring. When the hiring
process is decentralized, individual managers have been shown to play an important role in
the group composition of hires (Giuliano et al., 2009; Benson and Lepage, 2022) and common
policies like pre-employment testing or hiring algorithms typically fail to address concerns
of endogenous learning specifically (Bergman et al., 2020).

Implications for the model predictions remain limited if each establishment hires a neg-
ligible fraction of the labor force and there is size heterogeneity above the hiring cutoff.
Unless all of group B is hired by large establishments with centralized hiring, then these
establishments are not marginal, by definition, and the wage is determined by smaller es-
tablishments who learn more slowly. Casual empiricism certainly suggests that some small
firms and large firms with decentralized hiring hire workers from groups typically of interest
in the discrimination literature.

2 Model Simulations and Comparative Dynamics

To illustrate the model’s dynamics, a set of simulations was computed over 1,000 periods
with 10,000 employers and 10,000 workers. I consider a relative size for group B of 25%.
Given a prior distribution of beliefs, the initial market-clearing wage where employers max-
imize their expected profits is found. Beliefs are updated such that those above the cutoff
receive a signal of productivity from group B and others retain their beliefs. Given this new
distribution of beliefs, a new market-clearing wage is found, and the process is repeated. The
dynamic optimization problem is solved for a discretized state space which gives the value of
learning for combinations of beliefs and wages through interpolation. Worker productivity
is distributed N(0, 2) and prior beliefs are distributed N(0, 1). The group A wage wA is
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normalized to 0 and the discount factor β is set to 0.9.
Because the simulated market is finite, the evolution of beliefs and wages is stochastic

rather than deterministic. Emphasis should be put on the model dynamics characterized by
Propositions 1-3, which do not substantively vary with parameter choice.1

Panel A of Figure A2-1 shows the evolution of beliefs for key moments of the distribution,
without entry and exit. Employers with the highest valuation for group B each period
hire them and learn, so their beliefs converge towards the group’s true mean productivity
normalized at 0, while those of other employers are negatively biased and do not evolve.
Panel B shows that the group B wage initially lies above the marginal employer’s beliefs due
to the value of learning, but eventually falls and remains below zero as beliefs fall below µ
and the value of learning falls. With a finite market, there is a separation in the WTP of
employers above and below the cutoff, seen in Panel A between the 75th and 76th percentiles.
The market clearing wage can lie anywhere between these two percentiles, while the latter
determines the wage with a continuum of employers as characterized in Proposition 3. If
match surplus is allocated to employers, the wage is also set by the 76th percentile with a
finite number of employers, as shown in Panel B.

Figure A2-2 presents simulations with market entry and exit to illustrate Remark 1. I
set the firm exit rate weighted by the share of employment at 2% per year (Crane et al.,
2022). A standard estimate for the labor cost share is around 0.6, which combined with
a group B share of 0.25, yields an exit rate differential of 15% for employers below versus
above the hiring cutoff for group B. The set of employers in the market is expected to be
jointly replaced 3 to 4 times over the period, so the pattern is simply repeated beyond. One
notable difference with market exit is that, since all employers exit the market in finite time,
some employers above the hiring cutoff always have negatively-biased beliefs.

To show how the wage gap varies with exit rates and differential exit rates, I show simula-
tions comparing aggregate exit rates of 2% and 1% in Panel A of Figure A2-3 and simulations
comparing exit rate differentials of 15, and 100% in Panel B. These simulations indicate that
the wage gap decreases with higher market exit rates as well as higher differential market
exit rates for employers below the hiring cutoff for group B.

The expected size of the wage gap is influenced by other parameters as displayed in
Figure A2-4. A larger relative size for group B leads to a lower relative wage for the group.
A lower mean productivity for group B also leads to a lower wage. Negatively-biased priors
initially decrease the group B wage, but have little impact in the long run. A higher employer
prior precision or lower variance in productivity of group B increase the wage. Assuming
homogeneous rather than unbiased employer priors has little impact on the wage (slightly
higher), while introducing stereotype bias through employers overestimating their signal

1Similarly, the initial state exhibits theoretically intuitive features, but is of limited practical interest.
Given all employers entering simultaneously with unbiased priors, the initial group B wage may be higher
than that of group A because of market clearing.
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precision (or equivalently underestimating the variance in group B’s productivity) decreases
the wage.

Similarities and differences between the simulated wage path and empirical wage trends
naturally do not provide a test of the model. Empirical trends depend on many sources
of wage differentials outside of the model, while simulated trends depend on assumptions
on priors and relative productivity, among others. For example, Figure A2-4 shows that
negatively-biased priors can generate a group B wage which starts and remains below that of
group A, but increases over time. Similarly, in the baseline model, employers begin by hiring
group B most often and gradually decrease their hiring of the group, but the simulation with
negatively-biased priors predicts the opposite pattern, plausibly more in line with historical
trends. More generally, the simulations should be interpreted as a way to visualize model
dynamics, rather than attempt to quantify the extent of discrimination in practice.
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Figure A2-1: Model Simulation without Entry and Exit
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The fraction of group B workers is 0.25. Worker productivity is distributed N(0, 2), prior beliefs are distributed N(0, 1). wA

is normalized to 0 and β is set to 0.9.
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Figure A2-2: Model Simulation with Market Entry and Exit, 15% Exit Differential
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The aggregate exit rate corresponds to 2% each period, with a 15% higher exit rate for employers below the hiring cutoff for
group B. New entrants have mean beliefs equal to 0 (unbiased). See Figure A2-1 for other parameter choices.7



Figure A2-3: Wage Gap and Competition
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The aggregate exit rates correspond to 1% and 2% each period for Panel A, with no differential exit rate for employers below
the hiring cutoff for group B. The aggregate exit rate corresponds to 2% each period for Panel B, with differential exit rates of
15% and 100% for employers below the hiring cutoff for group B. New entrants have mean beliefs equal to 0 (unbiased). See
Figure A2-1 for other parameter choices.
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Figure A2-4: Wage Gap and Model Parameters
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Equal Group Size refers to group B being of equal size to group A (50% of workers). Homogeneous Priors refers to each employer
holding prior µ0 = 0. Negatively-Biased Priors refers to employers having mean prior beliefs below the true value (-1 vs 0).
Low Prior Precision corresponds to a case with prior variance equal to 2. High Signal Precision corresponds to a case with
variance in worker productivity equal to 1. Stereotype bias corresponds to a case where employers incorrectly believe group B
worker productivity to be 2 when it is 4. Lower Mean Productivity corresponds to a case where mean group B productivity is
lower than that of group A (-1 vs 0). See Figure A2-1 for other parameter choices.
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3 Additional Experiment Information and Results

3.1 Recruitment and Implementation

An exchange rate of 1,000 credits for $0.2 was used. The subject pool was restricted to US
adults with an approval rating of above 95% and at least 100 completed tasks. Employers
also had to answer comprehension questions to ensure a good understanding of every aspect
of the task.2 The experiment was implemented using oTree (Chen et al., 2016).

Workers earned 250 credits per puzzle solved. They received a participation fee of $0.75
in addition to their earnings for an average total of $1.25. Their study lasted approximately
7 minutes, corresponding to an hourly rate of $10-$12.

Employers earned 220 credits per puzzle solved by their worker each period, paid for a
random subset H of 5 periods. Belief elicitation was made operational as follows. Employers
reported their beliefs µBjt about the group’s mean productivity. Then, each period, beliefs
were used to compute a squared prediction error (µ − µGjt)

2. A set of two periods R was
randomly selected for payment. If the period was selected for payment, employers received
110 credits if their squared prediction error was below or equal to some number Nt and noth-
ing otherwise. Nt was drawn each period from a uniform distribution on [0, 81], with the
upper limit selected to have a high probability of being larger than the squared prediction
error under truthful reporting. Implicitly, employers learned about both the mean and the
variance of group B productivity, but the belief elicitation procedure isolates learning about
the mean to focus on the impact of experiences on mean posterior beliefs. Similarly, em-
ployers were not given information on the minimum and maximum number of puzzles solved
by workers to keep the instructions as simple and brief as possible and because including or
omitting this information does not alter the framework’s theoretical predictions. The total
payoff of employer j corresponds to

πj = Σ15
t=11{t ∈ H}220yit + Σ15

t=01{t ∈ R ∩ (µ− µGjt)
2 ≤ Nt}110.

where yit is their period t hire’s productivity. Employers received a participation fee
of $1 plus their earnings from the experiment, for a total of approximately $3 on average.
The study lasted around 12-15 minutes, corresponding to an hourly rate of $12-$15.3 Based
on power calculations and pilot experiments, 297 employers were assigned to Treatment
Baseline, 135 to Treatment Control, 148 to Treatment Exploration, 152 to Treatment
Equal, 138 to Treatment Information, 239 to Treatment Gender, and 190 to Treatment

2They could attempt to answer the questions as many times as they wished within a one hour period,
but could not continue without answering all questions correctly. Over 60% of participants did not complete
the questions and abandoned the experiment, substantially improving data quality. Other tests of quality
included investigating IP address clustering and string-based attention questions.

3Employers and workers were calibrated to earn the same hourly rate, but employers finished the task
slightly quicker than expected. Employers and workers were not made aware of each other’s earnings.
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Elicitation which had their beliefs elicited only at the end of the hiring task.4 Balance tests
across treatments are presented in Table A3-2.5 See Table A3-1 for a summary of employer
treatments.

3.2 Example Worker Puzzle

Figure A3-1: Example Puzzle

Note. The square with characters on the right differs from the square on the
left in two letters. Workers had to identify those letters to solve the puzzle.

4These numbers exclude employers who reported beliefs above (below) the minimum number of puzzles
solved by workers or failed other basic data quality checks, namely not updating beliefs, systematically
updating in the wrong direction, or not updating as a function of their productivity draws. These exclusions
ensure that the results are not driven by outlier unrealistic beliefs.

5MTurk sessions corresponding to different employer treatments were conducted at different times, but
Table A3-2 shows little difference in characteristics across treatments and Table A3-5 shows little difference
in behavior across employer characteristics within the Baseline treatment.
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3.3 Difference in Hiring and Final Beliefs

Figure A3-2: Difference in Final Employer Beliefs, Baseline versus Control Treatments
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Note. The figure plots the difference in the final belief distribution between the Baseline
and Control treatments. See Figures 1-3 for additional details.
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Figure A3-3: Difference in Final Employer Beliefs by Total B Hires and Period of Last B
Hire, Baseline Treatment
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Note. See Figure 1 for additional details.
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Figure A3-4: Impact of First Negative Experience with Group B on Hiring and Beliefs, by
Productivity of the First B Hire, Baseline Treatment
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Note. See Figure 2 for additional details.
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3.4 Summary of Employer Treatments

Table A3-1: Employer Treatments

N Hiring Minority Status Belief Elicitation Additional information

Baseline 297 Group B or A Group B Minority Prior, B hire N/A
Control 135 Group B N/A Every period N/A
Exploration 148 Group B or A Group B Minority Prior, B hire Extra credits for hiring B
Equal 152 Group B or A Equal Group Sizes Prior, B hire N/A
Information 138 Group B or A Group B Minority Prior, B hire, period 10-15 Group B, periods 10-15
Gender 239 Female or Male Female Minority Prior, female hire N/A
Elicitation 190 Group B or A Group B Minority End N/A

Note. Group B has 50 workers. When both groups are presented as equally-sized, group A also has 50 workers. Otherwise,
group A has 150 workers. Female workers represent 77 out of 200 workers. The additional information given to Treatment
Information corresponds to the average productivity of 5 randomly-selected group B workers previously hired by other
employers for each period from 10 to 15.
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3.5 Balance Tests

Table A3-2: Employer Characteristics Across Treatments

Treatment Mean SD N Difference Joint Treatment Mean SD N Difference Joint
with baseline difference with baseline difference

Age

Baseline 35.29 10.31 297

0.41 Asian

Baseline 0.09 0.28 297

0.66

Control 35.21 9.53 135 0.94 Control 0.08 0.28 135 0.84
Exploration 36.89 11.04 148 0.13 Exploration 0.07 0.26 148 0.64
Elicitation 36.72 10.50 190 0.14 Elicitation 0.09 0.29 190 0.94
Equal 35.61 11.32 152 0.76 Equal 0.05 0.22 152 0.19
Information 36.76 9.86 138 0.16 Information 0.07 0.25 138 0.43
Gender 36.78 10.45 239 0.100 Gender 0.05 0.23 239 0.14

Male

Baseline 0.66 0.48 297

0.78 Hispanic

Baseline 0.07 0.26 297

0.62

Control 0.59 0.49 135 0.20 Control 0.08 0.28 135 0.79
Exploration 0.65 0.48 148 0.87 Exploration 0.04 0.20 148 0.17
Elicitation 0.60 0.49 190 0.17 Elicitation 0.05 0.21 190 0.24
Equal 0.61 0.49 152 0.29 Equal 0.05 0.21 152 0.25
Information 0.62 0.49 138 0.50 Information 0.06 0.24 138 0.54
Gender 0.63 0.48 239 0.55 Gender 0.05 0.23 239 0.36

White

Baseline 0.73 0.45 297

0.51 College

Baseline 0.85 0.36 297

0.69

Control 0.72 0.45 135 0.85 Control 0.84 0.36 135 0.99
Exploration 0.74 0.44 148 0.72 Exploration 0.83 0.38 148 0.70
Elicitation 0.75 0.43 190 0.54 Elicitation 0.82 0.39 190 0.40
Equal 0.78 0.41 152 0.20 Equal 0.87 0.34 152 0.51
Information 0.73 0.45 138 0.92 Information 0.88 0.33 138 0.38
Gender 0.80 0.41 239 0.07 Gender 0.87 0.34 239 0.49

Black

Baseline 0.09 0.29 297

0.92 Employment

Baseline 0.72 0.45 297

0.92

Control 0.07 0.26 135 0.49 Control 0.72 0.45 135 0.98
Exploration 0.07 0.26 148 0.48 Exploration 0.68 0.47 148 0.45
Elicitation 0.10 0.30 190 0.84 Elicitation 0.74 0.44 190 0.55
Equal 0.09 0.28 152 0.76 Equal 0.72 0.45 152 0.89
Information 0.10 0.30 138 0.81 Information 0.70 0.46 138 0.76
Gender 0.08 0.26 239 0.44 Gender 0.74 0.44 239 0.62

Note. “Difference with Baseline Treatment” presents p-values from pairwise t-tests of equal sample means between the Baseline treatment and other treatments.
“Joint Difference” presents p-values from multiple-comparison tests using one-way analysis-of-variance models. See Table A3-1 for a description of treatments.
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3.6 Additional Evidence for Exploration Treatment

Table A3-3: Differences in Hiring between the Baseline and the Exploration Treatments

Subsequent B Hiring
(1) (2) (3)

Prod. of First Hire 0.105
(0.021)

Exploration * Prod. of First Hire -0.135
(0.035)

Pos. Exp. with First Hire 0.727
(0.153)

Exploration * Pos. Exp. with First Hire -0.985
(0.262)

Neg. Exp. with First Hire -0.617
(0.154)

Exploration * Neg. Exp. with First Hire 0.805
(0.266)

Outcome Mean 5.329 5.329 5.329
N. Obs. 3,947 3,947 3,947

Note. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. Treatment
Exploration: as in Treatment Baseline, but employers are given a 440 credit
bonus each period they hire from group B. See Tables 2 and 3 for additional
details.
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3.7 Additional Evidence for Equal Treatment

Table A3-4: Differential Impact of B Hires on Final Bias, Baseline versus Equal Treatments

Final Bias
(1) (2) (3)

Prod. of First Hire -0.087
(0.038)

Equal * Prod. of First Hire 0.135
(0.063)

Pos. Exp. with First Hire -0.334
(0.192)

Equal * Pos. Exp. with First Hire 0.574
(0.333)

Neg. Exp. with First Hire 0.682
(0.190)

Equal * Neg. Exp. with First Hire -0.615
(0.335)

Outcome Mean 1.92 1.92 1.92
N. Obs. 403 403 403

Note. Robust standard errors presented in parentheses. See Tables 2
and 3 for additional details.
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3.8 Heterogeneity Across Employer Characteristics

Table A3-5: Differences in Hiring and Bias by Employer Characteristic, Treatment Baseline

Total B Hires Final Bias
(1) (2)

Prejudice -1.493 0.068
(0.451) (0.115)

High School -0.613 -0.222
(0.832) (0.220)

Age 0.024 0.007
(0.028) (0.009)

Male 0.285 -0.109
(0.619) (0.196)

Employed -0.037 -0.102
(0.652) (0.207)

Black -1.233 0.797
(0.919) (0.354)

Hispanic -0.025 0.097
(1.166) (0.333)

Outcome Mean 8.04 1.67
N. Obs. 297 297

Note. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses.
Prejudice refers to an index measure based on average responses
to six race-related questions adapted from the General Social
Survey. Participants reported how much they agree (Strongly
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) with the
following statements. 1 - In general, African-Americans are as
hard-working as whites. 2 - In general, African-Americans are
as competent at their job as whites. 3 - In general, African-
Americans are as intelligent as whites. 4 - You would object
if a family member brought an African-American friend home
for dinner. 5 - There should be laws against marriages be-
tween African-Americans and whites. 6 - You would vote for an
African-American candidate for president if they were qualified.
Employed is an indicator variable for whether the participant is
employed beyond their work on Mechanical Turk. See Tables 2
and 3 for additional details.
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3.9 Deviations from Bayesian Updating

Bias formation could be affected by stereotype formation, among other factors. Variance in
groupB productivity is unknown to employers, but updating about the mean can still be used
to infer deviations from Bayesian updating. For every round in which an employer reports
their beliefs, I calculate their implied t = 0 parameter κ0, which represents initial beliefs
about variance in productivity.6 Under Bayesian updating, κ0 is a positive time-invariant
constant, with a lower value implying more updating conditional on a signal.

A decreasing κ0 suggests potential over-updating, consistent with employers updating
about the mean by more than implied from their initial beliefs about the variance. κ0 can
also be negative if posterior mean beliefs are above or below both µ0 and x̄, or undefined if
employers do not update at all. More precisely, a negative κ0 is consistent with over-updating
when employers update “too much” away from their prior towards x̄. For example, if an
employer with prior 9 observes signals of mean 8 and reports posterior beliefs 7. Alternatively,
a negative κ0 can be consistent with over-weighting of positive or negative experiences, such
that prior beliefs are closer to x̄ than posterior beliefs. For example, if an employer with
prior 9 observes signals of mean 8, but reports posterior beliefs 10.

Table A3-6 summarizes implied values of κ0 and whether they change with experience
hiring B or the productivity of the last B hire. Column 1 indicates that κ0 decreases with
hiring experience, consistent with over-updating. It also suggests a small increase in κ0

and therefore decrease in the extent of updating if the last B hire was more productive.
Columns 2-3 indicate that κ0 is more likely to be negative with experience, primarily reflect-
ing over-updating rather than over-weighting. Around 26% of values are missing, arising
from employers often reporting their beliefs as integers. Overall, the results are consistent
with employers updating their beliefs by more than a Bayesian benchmark, which amplifies
bias formation in theory (see Appendix 2).

6The conjugate prior of a normal distribution with unknown mean and variance is the normal-gamma
distribution. The closed form expression for the posterior mean corresponds to µn = κ0µ0+nx̄

κ0+n . I can recover
κ0 given that everything else is observed.
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Table A3-6: Departures from Bayesian Updating, Treatment Baseline

κ0 Over-Updating Over-Weighting Prob. κ0 Missing

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number of Hires -0.433 0.035 0.010 0.002
(0.086) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)

Prev. Hire Prod. 0.067 0.002 -0.003 -0.003
(0.042) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

Mean -1.28 0.39 0.10 0.25
N. Obs. 1,791 1,791 1,791 2,389

Note. Clustered standard errors at the employer level are presented in parentheses. Regressions
include employer fixed effects to capture time-invariant tendencies across employers to hire
from a group and update their belief. κ0 represents t = 0 employer beliefs about the variance
in productivity of group B recovered from their posterior mean updating. A larger value
implies less updating from experiences, and a decreasing value with experience is consistent
with employers updating more than implied by their prior about productivity variance. Over-
updating corresponds to employers updating too far away from their prior in the direction of
the mean signal they observe. Over-weighting of positive or negative experiences corresponds
to employers having prior beliefs that are closer to the mean signal they observe than their
posterior beliefs. See Table 2 for additional details.
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3.10 Impact of the Productivity of Group B Hires on Hiring and
Beliefs, No Controls

Table A3-7: Impact of the Productivity of Group B Hires on Hiring and Beliefs

Subsequent number of group B hires Final beliefs about group B productivity
Panel A) Baseline treatment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Prod. of B hire 0.105 0.089
(0.021) (0.011)

Prod. of B hire X # of prev. B hires -0.019 -0.005
(0.004) (0.002)

Positive Experience 0.727 0.556
(0.153) (0.078)

Positive Exp. X # of prev. B hires -0.128 -0.042
(0.030) (0.018)

Negative Experience -0.617 -0.555
(0.154) (0.077)

Negative Exp. X # of prev. B hires 0.140 0.040
(0.029) (0.018)

Outcome mean 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115 5.115 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975 8.975
Number of observations 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389

Panel B) Differential impact, Baseline versus Control

Baseline X Prod. of B hire 0.070
(0.014)

Base. X Prod. of B hire X # of prev. B hires -0.007
(0.003)

Baseline X Positive Experience 0.442
(0.096)

Base. X Positive Exp. X # of prev. B hires -0.050
(0.023)

Baseline X Negative Experience -0.410
(0.096)

Base. X Negative Exp. X # of prev. B hires 0.052
(0.023)

Outcome mean 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913 8.913
Number of observations 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414 4,414

Note. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. Treatment Baseline: each period, employers choose between hiring from group A
or B. Treatment Control: as in Treatment Baseline, but employers can only hire from group B each period. Group A is the majority with 75%
of workers. Beliefs about the mean productivity of group B are elicited before the first hire and after every hire from the group. Regressions in
Panels A and B include an individual measure of ambiguity aversion calculated as in Gneezy et al. (2015) and the employer’s prior beliefs about
group B’s average productivity elicited before the hiring task. A positive (negative) experience refers to a group B hire having productivity
above (below) the mean productivity of group A, 9. See Table 2 for additional details.
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3.11 Ambiguity Aversion and Hiring

Table A3-8: Impact of Ambiguity Aversion on Hiring and Interaction with First Hire Pro-
ductivity, Treatment Baseline

Total B Hires Total B Hires Total B Hires Total of 1 B hire Total of 1 B hire Total of 1 B hire Total of 2 B hires Total of 2 B hires Total of 2 B hires
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Ambiguity Aversion -0.044 -0.093 -0.004 -0.000 -0.002 -0.000 0.002 0.003 -0.000
(0.052) (0.065) (0.063) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Amb. * Neg. Exp. with First Hire 0.112 0.003 -0.004
(0.095) (0.005) (0.004)

Amb. * Pos. Exp. with First Hire -0.100 -0.001 0.004
(0.097) (0.005) (0.004)

Outcome Mean 8.044 8.981 8.981 0.044 0.049 0.049 0.037 0.041 0.041
N. Obs. 297 266 266 297 266 266 297 266 266

Total of 3 B hires Total of 3 B hires Total of 3 B hires Total of 4 B hires Total of 4 B hires Total of 4 B hires Total of 5 B hires Total of 5 B hires Total of 5 B hires
(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Ambiguity Aversion 0.003 0.006 0.001 -0.002 -0.004 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.002) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Amb. * Neg. Exp. with First Hire -0.006 0.004 0.001
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005)

Amb. * Pos. Exp. with First Hire 0.007 -0.006 -0.001
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005)

Outcome Mean 0.054 0.060 0.060 0.064 0.071 0.071 0.047 0.053 0.053
N. Obs. 297 266 266 297 266 266 297 266 266

Note. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. See Table 2 for additional details.
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